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ABSTRACT
Public universities in the United States have experienced continual state budget reductions since
2008. These cuts have forced public universities to defer maintenance on existing facilities and
delay new facility construction. Consequently, public university administrators have sought
alternative financing approaches to meet their facility needs. Several public universities have
turned to social infrastructure public-private partnerships (P3s). Using a multiple case study
approach, this exploratory, descriptive research study examines the use of social infrastructure
P3 projects by public universities to determine: (1) what public university facility needs are
being addressed, (2) what types of P3s are being utilized, and (3) what role private sector
financing has in public university social infrastructure P3 projects. The cases within this study
aligned with popular media sources that highlight public university use of social infrastructure
P3s to meet facility needs beyond student housing. Of the twenty cases examined, sixteen
included a private financing component. Among these cases, the social infrastructure P3 projects
were most often financed through tax-exempt bonds provided by state economic development
agencies and private partner equity. These financing approaches differ from traditional P3
models. The creative financing methods employed by public universities may have implications
for other types of social infrastructure.
Keywords: public-private partnerships, P3s, public universities, facilities, and
development
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, public universities in the United States have been funded by support through the
state legislatures (Daniels, 2016). However, over the last two decades this support has
diminished considerably (Daniels, 2016, The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2014a). Many
public universities have turned to tuition and increased student enrollments to replace lost
funding (Daniels, 2016; The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2014b). Unfortunately, after the
Great Recession of 2008, public universities have experienced additional state funding cuts
(Mitchell, Leachman, Masterson, & Waxman, 2018).
The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities recently released a report that found funding
for public universities has diminished since 2008 (Mitchell et al., 2018). The report revealed a $7
billion cut over the last decade, in comparison to 2008 funding dollars (Mitchell et al., 2018).
The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities report revealed funding support has fallen below
2008 funding levels in all but four states (Mitchell et al., 2018). Thirty-four states have reduced
their funding by more than 10%; of which, twenty states have decreased their funding by more
than 20% and nine states have diminished their funding by more than 30% (Mitchell et al.,
2018).
The literature suggests that higher education funding is a balance wheel for state
legislative budgets, when the national economy is strong, public universities are well funded and
when times are lean, public universities are often the first to experience funding cuts (Delaney &
Doyle, 2011). The justification for state budget reductions is that public universities can seek
other forms of funding including increasing tuition (Delaney & Doyle, 2011). However, state
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legislation places limits on the ability of public universities to increase tuition and current tuition
revenue is insufficient to cover operating budgets (Kelchen & Pingel, 2018; Quinton, 2015).
As states reduce their support and tuition dollars fail to make up the difference, public
universities face challenges in funding their operating and facility needs. To help cover operating
costs, public universities often defer maintenance on existing facilities and delay construction of
new facilities (Woodhouse, 2015). Some public universities turn to debt financing to address
their facility needs (Kiley, 2012). However, not all public universities can increase their debt
burdens. Some public universities have reached their borrowing limits, others have state
restrictions that do not allow such financing options (Kiley, 2012). Without the necessary funds,
public universities encounter prolonged deferred maintenance issues and outdated facilities
nearing the end of their life cycles (Mitchell et al., 2018; Gordian, 2018). Many public
universities are running out of options. The University of Central Florida in Orlando, Florida is a
case in point.
The University of Central Florida (UCF) has experienced the same state funding
reductions that other public universities across the nation have faced. UCF’s approach to dealing
with these funding restrictions led to the retirement, voluntary exit, and dismissal of several top
university administrators (Lynch, 2019; Powers, 2019a). Over the course of eight years, UCF
transferred nearly $100 million dollars in state funding designated for operating expenses to be
used for facility construction and repair (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, 2019; Lynch, 2019).
An investigation into the misused funds found that UCF moved Education and General
(E&G) carryforward funds into a construction account (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP,
2019). E&G funds are limited to expenses specifically related to activities that support
instruction, research, student services, and operating the university (Florida Board of Governors,
2

n.d.). Carryforward funds are those remaining funds not spent during the fiscal year in which
they were allocated and are “carried forward” into the next fiscal year. Additionally,
carryforward funds must be reported to the Florida Board of Governors as this information is
considered when the state legislature is allocating the university’s coming year E&G budget
(Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, 2019). The transfer of state funds from operations to
construction violated state spending policies (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, 2019; Lynch,
2019). Essentially, UCF moved money intended for student learning outcomes into an account
that covered infrastructure costs (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, 2019). This action
additionally circumvented carryforward reporting requirements (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner
LLP, 2019).
Some former university administrators admitted using the funds to replace an academic
building that fell into disrepair (Klawe-Genao, 2018; Powers, 2019a). They rationalized their
actions because the state did not provide the necessary funds to address an aging university
facility that they claimed endangered the safety of students, faculty, and staff (Klawe-Genao,
2018; Powers, 2019a). The former university administrators argued that years of decreasing state
funding led to the deferred maintenance of many UCF structures (Cordeiro & Roulette, 2019;
Powers, 2019b). They also stated that repeated appeals to the Board of Governors to address the
university’s infrastructure needs had gone unanswered (Martin, 2018; Cordeiro & Roulette,
2019; Turner, 2018).
Rather than diverting operating funds for use in addressing the university’s facility needs,
UCF could have explored the use of social infrastructure public-private partnerships (P3s) as an
alternative financing source. Public universities nationally have taken this approach, including
some in Florida. The University of South Florida utilized a social infrastructure P3 that included
3

housing for more than 2,000 students, retail and restaurant space, a grocery store, and a health
and wellness facility (Worth, 2016). Florida International University relied on a social
infrastructure P3 to expand student housing at its Biscayne Bay campus (FIU Board of Trustees,
2015; Sell, 2014). UCF could have looked to its own state university system peers for guidance
on how to use social infrastructure P3s to address facility needs.
Social Infrastructure Public-Private Partnerships (P3s)
Social infrastructure, also called vertical infrastructure, are facilities that support public purposes.
Social infrastructure facilities include places promoting learning, such as schools, state colleges,
universities, libraries, and museums (Levey, Connors, and Martin, 2019; Martin, 2019; Spacey,
2017). Social infrastructure also includes places that support community development and
engagement, such as government buildings, parks, and sports complexes (Levey et al., 2019;
Martin, 2019; Spacey, 2017). Facilities supporting public services and safety, such as public
housing and correctional facilities are also categorized as social infrastructure (Levey et al.,
2019; Martin, 2019; Spacey, 2017).
Social infrastructure public-private partnerships (P3s) are long-term contractual
relationships between a public organization and private entity to design and construct or
rehabilitate a public facility (Levey, Connors, and Martin, 2020; Martin, 2019). The private
partner may also finance, operate, and maintain the social infrastructure P3 project (The World
Bank, 2018). Through social infrastructure P3s, public universities are able to access expertise
and financing for infrastructure (The World Bank, 2016). This P3 approach allows for shared
responsibilities and risk sharing by both parties (PPP Knowledge Lab, 2017). Most social
infrastructure P3 contract terms in the United States are between 20 and 30 years, although
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specific state legislation may require a shorter or longer duration (PPP Knowledge Lab, 2017;
Martin, 2019). Government or public payment to the private partner for the project is typically
tied to user-fee or availability-based payment structures as detailed in the partnership contract
(PPP Knowledge Lab, 2017).
Public University Use of Social Infrastructure P3s
Public universities have long used social infrastructure P3s to address their student housing
needs (Levey et al., 2019). While public universities have traditionally utilized social
infrastructure P3s for on-campus student housing, more recently, public universities have
increased their use of social infrastructure P3s to finance and deliver other types of facilities
(EY-Parthenon, 2017). Since 2003, public university social infrastructure P3 use has steadily
increased from $100 million to more than three billion dollars in 2016 (EY-Parthenon, 2017). In
their report, “Public-Private Partnerships in Higher Education: What is Right for Your
Institution?”, EY-Parthenon Education explored this steady increase and determined increasing
pressures to deliver quality and affordable education and world-class research coupled with
reduced state funding support often led higher education leadership to pursue other options for
facility development, including social infrastructure public-private partnerships (EY-Parthenon,
2017).
A recent survey, distributed to university administrators at the 2019 P3 EDU conference,
found public universities intend to increase their use of social infrastructure P3s (P3 EDU,
2019a). The survey results revealed that 83% of university respondents anticipate increased
social infrastructure P3 use. Most respondents (53%) indicated campus facility development as
the greatest area of interest for the use of social infrastructure P3s. The availability of private
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sector investment capital was identified as a top reason for public university interest in partnering
with private companies. As public university use of social infrastructure P3s is likely to increase
in the coming years, it is important to explore this phenomenon.
Study Objective
The objective of this study is to explore how public universities are using social infrastructure
P3s to address their facility needs.
Research Questions
This study has three research questions:
Research Question 1 (RQ1): What public university facility needs do social
infrastructure P3s address?
The academic literature focuses on social infrastructure P3 use for the development of
student housing. However, popular media sources suggest that public universities are using
social infrastructure P3s for other purposes including mixed-use buildings, academic spaces,
health and wellness facilities, and parking garages.
Research Question 2 (RQ2): What types of social infrastructure P3s are public
universities using?
The National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP, 2016) has developed a
taxonomy of different types of P3s. To be considered a P3 following the NIGP definition, the
functions undertaken by the private partner must at a minimum include design (D) and build (B)
responsibilities and may include financing (F), operating (O), and maintenance (M) (NIGP,
2016). Table 1 is an adapted version of the NIGP Taxonomy of Public-Private Partnerships
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(P3s). This taxonomy is used throughout the remainder of this study to identify the types of P3s
that public universities are using for their facility needs.
Research Question 3 (RQ3): What role does private sector financing have in public
university social infrastructure P3s?
Given that the university respondents at the 2019 P3 EDU conference identified
availability of private investment capital as a top reason for partnering with private companies, it
is expected that the social infrastructure P3 projects selected include a private financing
component (P3 EDU, 2019a). Additionally, it is important to explore how public universities
intend to repay the private financing.
Table 1: Taxonomy of Public-Private Partnerships (P3s)
Taxonomy of Public-Private Partnerships (P3s)
P3 Type
P3 Taxonomy
Design-Build (DB)
Design-build components are the basis of a public-private
partnership project. The private partner undertakes both the
design and building responsibilities of the project.
Design-Build-Maintain (DBM) Building upon the design and build components, the
addition of the maintenance component means the facility’s
maintenance becomes the responsibility of the private
partner during the duration of the public-private partnership
contract.
Design-Build-Finance (DBF)
Building upon the foundations of a public-private
partnership’s design and build components, with the
addition of the finance component, the private partner also
assumes the upfront costs of the project.
Design-Build-Finance-Maintain Building upon the above DBF model and definition, the
(DBFM)
introduction of either the operation or maintenance
component assigns the responsibility of the facility’s
Design-Build-Finance-Operate operation or maintenance to the private partner for the life
(DBFO)
of the contract.
Design-Build-Finance-Operate- Within the DBFOM model, all components of the project
Maintain (DBFOM)
from design through building maintenance are the
responsibility of the private partner throughout the duration
of the contract.
Adapted from the NIGP, 2016, p. 2.
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Research Design and Methodology
As this study is exploratory and descriptive in nature, a multiple case study research approach is
applied. Case studies are defined as empirical studies exploring the intricacies of a phenomenon
or an event within a real-world context (Yin, 2009). A multiple case study approach allows for
an in-depth review of several social infrastructure P3 projects taking place at multiple public
universities. Such an approach also provides the opportunity for comparing the similarities and
differences between the social infrastructure P3 projects themselves and each public university’s
approach to their project.
Through a qualitative methodological approach, case analysis is utilized to explore
publicly available documents specific to each case. Data selected come from university websites;
boards of trustees’, regents’, and governors’ meeting agendas; meeting documents; and meeting
minutes. Additional data include popular media sources reporting on public university use of
social infrastructure P3s and private partner websites and press releases.
Study Population and Sample
No current and comprehensive listing of public university social infrastructure P3s projects is
known to exist. Consequently, some creative research was required to identify a study population
and sample.
The study population was drawn from the P3 EDU 100 directory of “leading companies
partnering with colleges and universities for strategic and financial impact” (P3 EDU, 2019b).
The directory was created by George Mason University and Alpha Education for university
leaders attending the 2019 P3 EDU conference on public-private partnerships in higher education
(P3 EDU, 2019b). P3 EDU is a collaborative event hosted by George Mason University and
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Alpha Education. The event was first organized in 2018 to provide an opportunity for private
sector and university leaders to exchange experiences and perspectives about P3 use in higher
education (P3 EDU, 2019c). The directory identifies private companies offering a variety of P3
services and the public universities with which these private companies have previously
partnered. By working backwards from the private companies listed in the directory to their past
public university partners it was possible to develop a sample of public universities involved
with social infrastructure P3s. It is recognized that the P3 EDU 100 directory does not capture
every private company or public university participating in social infrastructure P3s in the United
States. This is a limitation that is recognized and acknowledged.
The study sample was identified through a criterion sample strategy. Only public
universities included in the P3 EDU 100 directory that used a social infrastructure P3 project
were included. After completing the criterion sampling strategy, an advanced Google search of
the remaining public university social infrastructure P3 project cases was conducted to determine
the cases with the most available information specific to their social infrastructure P3 projects.
The cases receiving the most national attention, as determined by highest number of returned
search results, were selected as the final sample (see Appendices A-D). The final sample size
included 15 public universities and 20 social infrastructure P3 project cases.
Organization of the Next Chapters
Chapter 2 reviews the current academic and popular media literature on public university use of
social infrastructure public-private partnerships (P3s). Chapter 3 details the methods employed to
collect the data and describes the approach used to analyze the data. Chapter 4 introduces the
individual study cases and explores the facility needs being addressed through social
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infrastructure P3 use, the types of P3s being used, and the role played by private sector
financing. Chapter 5 examines the similarities and differences among the cases. Chapter 6
concludes by placing the study results into the broader literature and field of public affairs. This
chapter also identifies study limitations and suggests areas for follow-up research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
When searching for literature on the topic of public university use of social infrastructure publicprivate partnerships (P3s), the returned results from higher education periodicals and popular
media sources and news articles is broad, while academic sources are few. Following the
systematic literature review method adopted by Petersen (2019) in his study of public-private
partnerships (P3s), a thorough search and review of returned results was completed. The
following chain of search terms and their variations were used: “public-private partnerships”,
“public university”/ “higher education”, and infrastructure/ facilities from ProQuest, EBSCO,
ERIC, and Web of Science in the fields of public affairs, public administration, public policy,
political science, urban studies, and higher education. The search yielded only five academic
publications with direct research application to public university use of social infrastructure P3s.
Academic Literature Reviewing Public University Use of Social Infrastructure P3s
Khallaf, Kang, and Hastak (2018) conducted a systematic literature review of available academic
sources reporting on the use of P3s within higher education to determine emerging trends. Of the
public university social infrastructure P3 projects examined in the available research, the authors
determined most public universities using social infrastructure P3s are in the southern and
northeastern United States (Khallaf et al., 2018). The authors determined the majority of social
infrastructure P3s have been used for student housing complexes, although, they noted a trend in
expanded use in other areas, such as utilities, parking garages, and health centers. The authors
found increased reliance upon social infrastructure P3s for facilities development since 2010.
This study confirmed the lack of academic literature on the topic and the need for further
exploration of public university use of social infrastructure P3s.
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In his dissertation, Cole (2012) proposed an evaluation model for measuring social
infrastructure P3 project performance. He evaluated the efficiency and timeliness of social
infrastructure P3 project completion for student housing when compared to the more traditional
design, bid, build procurement process. He found success in social infrastructure P3 delivery
over the traditional procurement process. Cole (2012) called for additional research on public
university use of social infrastructure P3s in his conclusion. He asserted his own study could be
strengthened through the review of other public university social infrastructure P3 projects that
were not student housing related.
Byrd (2013) explored the use of social infrastructure P3s in relation to their job creation
efficiency. Unfortunately, the study provided little insight to better understand social
infrastructure P3 selection or in what ways social infrastructure P3s meet university facility
needs. The study incorporated a multiple case study research approach. The study examined
three cases; this limited comparison failed to provide a broader understanding of the use of social
infrastructure P3s by public universities.
Blair and Williams (2017) emphasized the financial constraints of state funding cuts to
public universities and the transition to using social infrastructure P3s to address facility needs.
The authors analyzed the University System of Georgia’s request for proposals (RFP) for the
systemwide, state university student housing P3 initiative. The authors employed thematic
analysis of publicly available contract documents to understand the selection of the contractor
and the development of the contract. The authors concluded that risk adverse behavior directed
the decisions made by the University System of Georgia in their contractor and P3 project
selection. As this study only focused on a large student housing initiative, it is important to
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explore how other public universities are using social infrastructure P3s for facility development
or renovation.
Levey, Connors, and Martin (2020) explored public university use of social infrastructure
P3s for the development of student housing. The authors specifically analyzed if a relationship
existed between states’ social infrastructure P3 enabling legislation and public university student
housing project closures (Levey et al., 2020). The authors further explored four states with P3
enabling legislation specific to public university use of P3s for social infrastructure (Levey et al.,
2020). Through their analysis, the researchers determined a relationship was found and
concluded that there was increased use of social infrastructure P3s for student housing by public
universities in states with social infrastructure P3 enabling legislation. Since the “new normal”
that followed the Great Recession of 2008, public universities have increased their reliance upon
social infrastructure P3s (Martin, Levey, and Cawley, 2012). The authors discussed this
increased use could suggest public universities may expand social infrastructure P3 use beyond
student housing (Levey et al., 2020; Martin et al., 2012).
To summarize, the academic literature on the use of social infrastructure P3s by public
universities was limited and there was little to no consensus or comprehensive understanding of
how social infrastructure P3s are being used beyond student housing. Moreover, the academic
literature’s focus on student housing complex development could incorrectly suggest that is the
only facility need being met through social infrastructure P3 usage. To better understand public
university use of P3s, it is necessary to move beyond the available academic literature.
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Popular Media Sources Reviewing Public University Use of Social Infrastructure P3s
The inclusion of popular media sources was vital to understanding public universities’ use of
social infrastructure P3s. Published through popular media outlets, these sources were often more
current than peer-reviewed academic research. The popular media sources did not always
provide a comprehensive overview of P3 projects, but when examined together, the sources
provided insight from P3 project selection through project completion. The following section
references popular media outlets and technical reports, especially those focusing on higher
education, and their contributions to this discussion.
While private investment and private sector collaboration with public universities has
existed for many years, the examined research noted increased involvement since the early 2000s
(EY-Parthenon, 2017). Prior to the Great Recession of 2008, higher education think tanks and
research centers were exploring the increased use of P3s by public universities internationally. In
2007, the Institute for Higher Education Policy released a report that focused on a variety of
economic markets that promoted the trend of private industry contributing to public universities
(Hahn, 2007). This report highlighted a growing shift from government funding to private
financing, from 1995-2003. Citing increased enrollments and the growth of a global knowledge
economy that increasingly required employees with a college education, the report suggested
governments would not be able to financially maintain or grow their public university in order to
meet student demand. The report predicted further growth of private participation to support
public universities and the reliance upon private financing. Following the economic crisis of
2008, private financing options became more critical (NCPPP, 2016).
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In 2016, the National Council for Public-Private Partnerships (NCPPP) suggested more
universities should begin utilizing social infrastructure P3s for their facility needs. The NCPPP
asserted that facility development through social infrastructure P3 use could “improve students’
quality of life, increase enrollment and graduation rates while freeing up money to maintain and
add assets” (NCPPP, 2016, para. 3). The NCPPP acknowledged public universities’ past use of
social infrastructure P3s for student housing, while highlighting the expansion of social
infrastructure P3 use to meet other facility needs.
Lee Gardner (2018), a contributing author for The Chronicle of Higher Education,
questioned how during times of tight budgets and lean state support, universities could afford
hundreds of millions of dollars in construction projects. Gardner explored recent public
university social infrastructure P3 projects as a possible response to the posed question. Gardner
suggested that the advantages of using private capital available through social infrastructure P3s
allowed public universities to continue to meet their facility needs, even as state support
dwindled.
After acknowledging the historical use of social infrastructure P3s for student housing
development, Gardner suggested that in more recent years public universities have turned to
private capital to develop academic, administrative, and student life buildings. Gardner
highlighted The University of California, Merced’s $1.3 billion campus expansion and the
University of Kentucky’s $900 million new housing, dining, and expanded facilities as
indications of the new direction of public university social infrastructure P3 use. Gardner
explored the benefits of public university use of social infrastructure P3s, highlighting “speed,
scale, efficiency, and no need to beg or borrow millions” (Gardner, 2018, para. 3). Gardner
further elaborated on the logistics of a social infrastructure P3. He explained that through such
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projects, universities could meet facility needs within years, rather than decades, often at a lower
cost than the traditional procurement process.
Scott Carlson further explored public university use of social infrastructure P3s in a
special issue brief for The Chronicle of Higher Education published in 2019. The brief pointed to
financial and political pressures as motivations for public universities to turn to private industry
to address facility growth. The brief highlighted that in recent years public universities have
moved beyond student housing and have increased reliance upon social infrastructure P3s for a
variety of other university facility needs (Carlson, 2019). Through a review of current and past
P3 projects, Carlson suggested how public universities can benefit from the continued use of
social infrastructure P3s.
The popular media sources provided a concise review of public university use of social
infrastructure P3s. The popular media authors highlighted an expanded use of social
infrastructure P3s beyond student housing development. Moreover, collectively the articles
pointed to the continued use of social infrastructure P3 projects to develop campus facilities.
This study aims to fill the gap between the academic and popular media literature by providing
greater insight into public university use of social infrastructure P3s to address facility needs.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN
This chapter presents the study’s research methodology, research design, data collection, and
data analysis methods. The methods presented guided case selection and data collection and
analysis that are presented in Chapter 4 and are discussed in Chapter 5.
Proposed Research Design
Robert K. Yin’s 1984 Case Study Research and Applications: Design and Methods, and its many
revised editions, is often cited as a classic social science research methods text. Yin’s text
provided a detailed outline for developing a case study research approach. By developing a
rigorous research approach, Yin legitimized case study research as a valuable mode of inquiry.
Yin defined a case study as “a social science research method, generally used to investigate a
contemporary phenomenon in depth and in its real-world context” (Yin, 2018, p.15).
This was a non-experimental, exploratory descriptive study. It employed a multiple case
study research approach, also referred to as a comparative case study (Yin, 2018). The main aim
of this study was to better understand how public universities are using social infrastructure P3s
to address facility needs. In comparison to other research approaches, a case study approach
provided the opportunity for a deeper dive into the phenomenon to better answer questions
concerning why and how something happens. Given that little is known about public university
use of social infrastructure P3s, the decision to select a case study approach was further
supported as it is a method for systematically collecting and analyzing data to describe a
phenomenon and develop knowledge (Padgett, 2012; Yin, 2018).
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Case Study Selection as a Research Approach
Other research approaches were considered. However, they were not selected after considering
two research constraints, the unit of analysis was outside the researcher’s scope of control and
the contemporary nature of public university social infrastructure P3 use. For instance, an
experimental research study required controlling for variables, this was not possible when
researching a phenomenon like public university facility construction or renovation. Moreover,
the case study research approach allowed the opportunity to thoroughly review the social
infrastructure P3s projects and the context in which the public university administrators chose to
select the projects (Yin, 2018).
While a historical research approach would have supported the study of public
universities’ past use of social infrastructure P3s, by definition, it does not operate within the
realm of contemporary or ongoing events (Yin, 2018). Public universities have only recently
started using social infrastructure P3s for facility needs beyond study housing. For the purposes
of this study, it was important to look at more recent public university social infrastructure P3
projects.
Case Study Limitations
Case studies are sometimes viewed as a less rigorous research method when compared to an
experiment or survey. However, the limitations of case study research were minimized.
Criticisms regarding research rigor were mitigated by clearly outlining and following systematic
procedures and utilizing triangulation of data sources to control for researcher bias (Yin, 2018).
Moreover, formally describing one’s data collection methods provided for replicability that
strengthened this case study’s research approach (Yin, 2018). Finally, the researcher
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acknowledged the limitations of a case study’s generalizability. Case study findings were only
drawn from analytical generalizability specific to the cases under review. These findings were
utilized to identify areas for additional research (Yin, 2018).
Study Population
A single source identifying all public universities utilizing social infrastructure P3s was not
known to exist. The study population was drawn from the P3 EDU 100: A Directory of Leading
Companies Partnering with Colleges and Universities for Strategic and Financial Impact (P3
EDU, 2019b). Per the website, “the P3 EDU is an invitation only event bringing together a select
group of university leaders and a handful of private company CEOs to network and share best
practices around public-private partnerships in higher education” (P3 EDU, 2019c). The annual
event is hosted by George Mason University, which houses the Center for Transportation PublicPrivate Partnership Policy and conducts an annual P3 Forum addressing P3s within other sectors.
Through the P3 EDU event, George Mason University has attempted to create a space that
allows “peer universities [to] share their experience in partnering with private companies across
a range of areas” (P3 EDU, 2019c). The universities and private partners who have attended the
event are often identified within popular media sources as the leading partners utilizing P3s to
address facility needs.
The directory, in its published form, did not provide an ideal population as its primary
focus was private partners providing P3 services. However, the P3 EDU 100 Directory did
provide information that was useful to identifying public universities using social infrastructure
P3s.
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Sample Selection
The sample for this study was selected through a criterion sampling strategy. The following
criteria was used for inclusion in the study’s sample.
1. Only those private partners identified as offering the following services were
advanced beyond the first cut for initial selection in the study sample. Those services
included offering campus infrastructure services, student housing, and/or other real
estate development (P3 EDU, 2019b).
2. After selecting the private partners offering facility-related P3 services, the college
and university partners were reviewed. Only public universities within the United
States were advanced for further consideration.
The criterion sampling strategy resulted in an initial study sample of 68 public
universities with multiple extension or regional campuses totaling 148 public university
campuses. Appendix A includes a list of all public universities selected from the P3 EDU 100
Directory for inclusion in the initial study sample.
Extreme Case Sampling
Extreme case sampling was employed to select the study’s final sample. The selected sample
included those public universities whose P3 projects received the most national attention. The
sample selection began with a systematic Google search using Google’s “allintext” advanced
search tool and quotations for exact matches to the search terms. The “allintext” search feature,
when used at the beginning of a query line, limited returned search results to only those
containing all of the words specified in the query (Blachman & Peek, 2012). Consistent search
terms were included in quotes immediately following the “allintext” search feature. By including
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search terms in quotes, Google restricted the results to those with an exact match to the word or
phrase inside the quotes (Google, 2019). The use of these advanced search features limited the
returned results to only websites that included all the search terms. The search terms included the
following combination, allintext:“full name of public university” “public-private partnership”
“facility” “social infrastructure”.
Extreme case sampling was employed as it provided the greatest insight into public
university use of P3s. Through extreme case sampling, the selected cases were those with the
most available information specific to their social infrastructure P3 projects. The final sample
size included 15 public universities and 20 selected P3 project cases. Appendix B provides a list
of all public universities included in the initial study sample and the results for the Google search
specific to that public university organized alphabetically. Appendix C provides a list of all
public universities included in the initial study sample and the results for the Google search in
order of the public university with the most returned search results. Appendix D identifies the
public universities selected for inclusion in the study’s final sample.
Case Selection
Cases were limited to social infrastructure P3 projects taking place at public universities
identified in the final study sample. Following the multiple case study design, each selected
individual social infrastructure P3 project was identified as a case (Yin, 2018). After identifying
the final public universities included in the study sample, the cases were selected through
additional search engine queries. The website for each public university identified in the final
study sample was searched using the following search term combination, “public-private
partnership” and facility. The cases selected were social infrastructure P3 projects addressing the
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public university’s facility needs. Chapter 4 provides an individual, in-depth summary of each
selected case.
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Case Selection Strategy
Criterion Strategy for Selecting Study Sample
The study population was drawn
from the P3 EDU 100 Directory of
private sector partners participating
in P3s with community and state
colleges and universities.

The sample selection included only
public universities within the
United States using social
infrastructure P3s for facility
needs.

Extreme Sampling Strategy for Selecting Study’s Sample

The final study sample included
those public universities within the
United States using social
infrastructure P3s for facility needs
who received the most national
attention, as measured by the
highest number of returned Google
search results.
Figure 1: Case Selection Strategy
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Data Collection
To ensure research rigor, Yin (2018) advised case study evidence should come from many
sources. Moreover, to determine depth and meaning, case study documentation relied on
multiple perspectives and data sources (Padgett, 2012). Case study findings drawn from multiple
sources of evidence that converged on the same conclusion strengthened the study’s overall
quality. Such convergence of data, also known as triangulation of data, helped strengthen the
case study’s construct validity (Yin, 2018). The triangulation of multiple sources of evidence
suggested multiple measures were drawing the same conclusions (Yin, 2018).
Through the systematic Google search, similar to the one used to acquire the study
sample and case selection, publicly available documents were collected pertaining to the selected
cases. Such sources included university websites; boards of trustees’, regents’, and governors’
meeting agendas; meeting documents; and meeting minutes; as well as popular media sources
reporting on public university P3s, and private partner media releases and website information. It
was important to note the popular media sources that explored public university use of P3s were
often authored by P3 partners from both the private sector and higher education administration.
These authors often represented the decision-making teams that select P3s for public university
use.
Data collection included both primary and secondary sources (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Primary data included information or quotes cited in newspaper articles or meeting minutes
drawn from individuals with direct involvement in the P3 project. Secondary data was collected
from secondhand accounts or summaries of the project development, these included a variety of
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sources such as newspaper articles, private partner media briefs about the project, and university
websites detailing the project.
The data obtained from the search was organized and prepared by the researcher. All
collected data was saved in a Microsoft Word or PDF format for ease of reading and storage
consistency. The collected data was then uploaded into NVivo for data analysis. NVivo is a
computer software that was developed to assist researchers with qualitative data analysis
(Salkind, 2010). NVivo allowed for data organization and text analysis. Not all documents were
available in their original format and some formats were not optimal for character recognition by
NVivo analysis software (QSR International NVivo, n.d.). Consequently, the researcher relied on
OCR (optical character recognition) tools within Adobe Acrobat to convert such documents for
analysis (Adobe Acrobat, 2020). When necessary, the researcher transcribed the original
documents into Microsoft Word with a direct link to the original source. The data was saved on a
computer hard drive and backed up on a USB drive for data storage and security.
Data Analysis
Within qualitative research, the data collection and data analysis steps were married (Creswell
and Poth, 2018; Padgett, 2012). Both processes took place independent of the other but were also
simultaneous when attempting to determine themes, insight, and understanding. As the
researcher collected data, it was preliminarily analyzed to begin coding and organizing themes in
preparation for interpretation (Creswell & Poth, 2018). For a multiple case study, it was
important to analyze the data specific to the case, or within the case, and then compare the data
to the other cases, or across the cases (Padgett, 2012; Yin, 2018).
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The data collected for this study was initially described specific to each case and then
analyzed across the cases. The assembly and summary of each case allowed it to be viewed
holistically (Padgett, 2012). For this study, within case analysis included providing a detailed
account of the social infrastructure P3 project and exploring the context surrounding the
development of the project. After each case was analyzed, the researcher then compared across
the cases for similarities and differences. Rather than aggregating the information about the
cases, the intent of the multiple case study approach was to clearly detail each case and then look
for emerging patterns or unique outliers to draw conclusions (Yin, 2018).
Data Analysis Alignment to the Research Questions
For this study, each cases’ data was coded for description and interpretation for alignment
with the research questions. The coding used a broad approach through descriptive coding of
each case with a focus on significant themes pertinent to the research questions. Themes relevant
to the aim of this study included facility need, P3 type, and financing partner. The specific
research questions and data analysis methods are included below.

RQ1: What public university facility needs do social infrastructure P3s address?
Through the descriptive coding process, different types of public purposes were coded based on
the facility need being met. Each case was summarized to include what facility need the social
infrastructure P3 project served. The public purpose descriptive code for each case was
compared to determine how public universities use social infrastructure P3s to meet specific
facility needs, and in some cases a variety of facility needs.
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RQ2: What types of social infrastructure P3s are public universities using?
The NIGP taxonomy details different types of P3s. At minimum, the functions taken on by the
private partner include design and build (DB) responsibilities (NIGP, 2016). Depending upon the
contract, the private partner can take on financing (F), operating (O), and maintenance (M)
functions as additional responsibilities (NIGP, 2016). The NIGP taxonomy was applied during
the descriptive coding process to discern what types of social infrastructure P3s public
universities are selecting. After summarizing each case and the type of P3 used, the researcher
compared the case codes to discern what functions private partners are most often undertaking in
their social infrastructure public-private partnerships (P3s) with public universities.

RQ3: What role does private sector financing have in public university social infrastructure P3s?
The popular media literature identified state funding cuts as a primary driver for public
universities to engage in social infrastructure P3s. Moreover, the 2019 P3 EDU survey
respondents revealed access to private sector investment capital was a top reason for public
university interest in partnering with private companies (P3 EDU, 2019a). Minimal research
exists exploring public university use of social infrastructure P3s; as such, it is unclear how these
projects have been financed and funded. Each case was explored to determine (1) if private
financing was involved, (2) who provided the private financing (i.e.., private partners, investment
banks, or other means), (3) how the private financing was provided (debt, private partner equity,
or other means), and (4) how the private financing was repaid (user fees, availability payments,
or another means)? After summarizing the financing components and repayment approaches, the
researcher reviewed the cases to determine if any patterns emerged.
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Systematic Process for Coding Data for Analysis
Case study data analysis has been criticized as a research method because such studies
sometimes lack a detailed description of the steps taken in conducting the analysis (Padgett,
2012; Yin, 2018). To minimize such concerns, Yin (2018) recommended ensuring a systematic
process for conducting analysis. The below steps outline the study’s case analysis approach, as
guided by seminal qualitative methods textbooks (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Padgett, 2012; Yin,
2018).
Unlike thematic analysis, case analysis does not look for latent meaning, rather the
intention is to explore what has been written about the case (Padgett, 2012). As a case is
explored, details pertinent to the case are closely examined; however, the case is ultimately
viewed holistically (Padgett, 2012). Within a multiple case analysis approach, the researcher
should look for replication or expansion of understanding and compare the cases (Padgett, 2012).
To ensure systematic analysis for cross case examination, the researcher applied a similar
approach as used by Levey, Connors, and Martin (2020). In their study, the researchers closely
examined and compared state enabling legislation pertaining to social infrastructure P3s (Levey
et al., 2020). Within the United States, four states had enabling legislation specific to public
university use of social infrastructure P3s at the time of publication (Levey et al., 2020). The
authors explored several dimensions of the four states’ specific social infrastructure P3
legislation. They examined how the states conceptualized social infrastructure P3s (Levey et al.,
2020). They also looked at the different requirements each state had regarding how social
infrastructure P3s could be used (Levey et al., 2020). This study employed a similar approach
during the coding and data analysis process.
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Some of the dimensions included in the Levey, Connors, and Martin (2020) study were
relevant to this study’s research questions. The following Levey, Connors, and Martin (2020)
dimensions were identified as having direct research application: public purpose, P3 type, land
ownership, facility ownership, financing, funding, and revenue sharing. For this study, the
Levey, Connors, and Martin (2020) dimension for financing was split into three additional
dimensions to better understand the role of private financing in public university social
infrastructure P3 projects. The financing dimension categories are: entity securing financing,
financing provider, and financing structure. Table 2 briefly describes each dimension. These
dimensions were utilized to compare cases and to address this study’s research questions. When
examined together these dimensions provided context related to the study’s research questions.
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Table 2: Social Infrastructure P3 Dimension Descriptions and Application in Addressing
Research Questions
Social Infrastructure P3 Dimension Descriptions and
Application in Addressing Research Questions
Dimension
Public Purpose

Land Ownership

Facility Ownership

P3 Type

Dimension Description
This dimension explored how public
universities use social infrastructure
P3s to meet their facility needs.
Thematic codes included: academic
and research facilities, campus
expansions, mixed-use facilities,
student housing facilities only, and
unique facilities.
This dimension identified if the
public university owned or
controlled the land on which the
social infrastructure P3 was
developed. The only thematic code
included public university.
This dimension determined which
partner owned the social
infrastructure P3 facility for the
duration of the partnership. Thematic
codes included private partner,
public university, special purpose
vehicle, special purpose vehicle and
public university, state economic
development authority, third-party,
nonprofit financing partner, and
nonprofit, public partner.
This dimension applied the
taxonomy adopted by the National
Institute of Governmental
Purchasing (NIGP, 2016). Thematic
codes included: Design-Build (DB),
Design-Build-Finance (DBF), and
Design-Build-Finance-OperateMaintain (DBFOM).
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Dimension provided context
for the following research
question
RQ1: What public university
facility needs do social
infrastructure P3s address?

RQ1: What public university
facility needs do social
infrastructure P3s address?

RQ1: What public university
facility needs do social
infrastructure P3s address?

RQ2: What types of social
infrastructure P3s are public
universities using?

Dimension

Entity Securing
Financing

Financing Provider

Financing Structure

Funding

Dimension Description

Dimension provided context
for the following research
question

This dimension detailed what entity
obtained the initial financing for the
public university social infrastructure
P3 project. Thematic codes included
private partner, public university,
special purpose vehicle, special
purpose vehicle and public
university, state economic
development authority, third-party,
nonprofit financing partner, and lead
developer and public university.
This dimension indicated what entity
provided the initial financing for the
public university social infrastructure
P3 project. Thematic codes included
state economic development
authority, private partner, global
investment bank, lead developer,
city, county, and state governments,
state university system, public
university, private donors, and a
federal grant.
This dimension demonstrated how
the initial financing for the public
university social infrastructure P3
project was provided. Thematic
codes included city, county, and state
funds, a federal grant, lead developer
equity, private partner equity, private
donations, public university funds,
state university systems funds, and
taxable and tax-exempt bond debt.
This dimension detailed how the
public university social infrastructure
P3 would be repaid. If the project did
not require financing repayment, this
dimension did not apply. Thematic
codes included: availability
payments, user fees, and availability
payments and user fees.

RQ3: What role does private
sector financing have in public
university social infrastructure
P3s?
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RQ3: What role does private
sector financing have in public
university social infrastructure
P3s?

RQ3: What role does private
sector financing have in public
university social infrastructure
P3s?

RQ3: What role does private
sector financing have in public
university social infrastructure
P3s?

Dimension

Revenue Sharing

Dimension Description

Dimension provided context
for the following research
question

This dimension assessed if the public RQ3: What role does private
university required revenue sharing
sector financing have in public
with the private partner. If the public university social infrastructure
university retained all revenue, this
P3s?
dimension did not apply. Thematic
codes included required or not
required.
Adapted from Levey et al., 2020, p.7.

The following table was used throughout the remainder of the study to maintain a consistent set
of criteria when examining individual cases and comparing multiple cases. Further, this approach
ensured the data explored and analyzed was directly aligned to the study’s research questions.
Table 3: Descriptive Coding for Individual Cases
Descriptive Coding for Individual Cases
Case status:
Brief case description:
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Land Ownership:
Facility Ownership:
P3 Type:
Entity Securing Financing:
Financing Provider:
Financing Structure:
Funding:
Revenue Sharing:
The coding scheme identified in Table 3 above is utilized throughout Chapter 4 to summarize the
case details. The dimensions specific to each individual social infrastructure P3 project were then
further explored in Chapter 5 for case comparison analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CASE STUDIES
This chapter provides an introduction to the 20 social infrastructure P3 projects that comprise
this study. Utilizing Table 3 (introduced in Chapter Three, page 32), each case was explored
through in-depth analysis. When completed, the table provides a brief description of the
individual case and addresses the study’s three research questions at the individual case level.
Presentation of the cases is divided into three sections: completed, in-progress, and
delayed social infrastructure P3 cases. Table 4, below, identifies the completed, in-progress, and
delayed cases.
Table 4: Completed, In-progress, and Delayed Public University Social Infrastructure P3 Cases
Completed, In-progress, and Delayed
Public University Social Infrastructure P3 Cases
Completed Cases
University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
University System of Georgia: Student Housing Initiative
Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use Student Housing
Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
University of Kansas: Central District Campus Expansion
University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center Theater Expansion
Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle Wine Estates Wine Science Center
University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and Residential Complex
University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing Transformation
University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence and Dining Hall
University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership Building
George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building
University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
In-progress Cases
University of Texas: The Moody Center
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus Instructional Facility
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed Technology Center
University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
Delayed Case
University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst Development
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Following the structure of Table 4, the completed social infrastructure P3 cases are presented
first, the in-progress cases followed, and the case that was delayed is presented last.
Following an in-depth review of each case, the cases were then compared for similarities
and differences in the following chapter. The aim of both the individual case and comparative
case analyses was to better understand how public universities are using social infrastructure P3s
to address facility needs, to identify what types of social infrastructure P3s public universities are
selecting based on the NIGP taxonomy, and to determine what role private sector financing has
in public university social infrastructure P3s.
Completed Cases
University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell Hall Mixed-Use Student
Housing
The University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley), located east of the San Francisco Bay
area, utilized a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to expand its student housing facilities (UC
Berkeley, 2020). Table 5 briefly outlines this social infrastructure P3 project, David Blackwell
Hall.
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Table 5: Descriptive Coding for University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell Hall
Mixed-Use Student Housing
Descriptive Coding for University of California, Berkeley:
David Blackwell Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
Case status:
Completed in 2018.
Brief case description:
David Blackwell Hall is a 184,000 sq. ft. mixed-use facility
that includes student housing for more than 750 incoming
undergraduate students, 7,000 sq. ft. of retail space, and
5,000 sq. ft. of tenant space for a nonprofit, university
partner organization.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Private partner.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Not required.
David Blackwell Hall opened in fall 2018, it is a 184,000 square feet mixed-use facility
(ACC, 2018; Capital Strategies- UC Berkeley, n.d.; College Planning & Management, 2019).
The first floor includes 7,000 square feet for leased retail space and 5,000 square feet for a
university affiliated, nonprofit organization (College Planning & Management, 2019; Solomon
Cordwell Buenz, n.d.; UC Berkeley, 2016). The remaining seven floors accommodate student
housing for 750 students (Brinkley, 2018; College Planning & Management, 2019; Housing- UC
Berkeley, n.d.). The student housing amenities include a fitness center, study rooms, and social
lounges (Chin, 2018; Dinkelspiel, 2018; Housing- UC Berkeley, n.d.; Kane, 2018).
The total cost for David Blackwell Hall was $98.7 million, financed by private partner
American Campus Communities (ACC) through its American Campus Equity (ACE) program
which utilized ACC’s private equity (ACC, 2018). UC Berkeley did not assume financial risk in
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this partnership (UC Regents, 2016a, 2017). UC Berkeley entered into a 75-year land lease with
ACC for the duration of the partnership (Dinkelspiel, 2018; UC Berkeley, 2016; UC Regents,
2016a, 2017). During that time, all revenue generated from student housing and the retail space
will be retained by ACC to recover project costs and will fund ACC’s maintenance and operation
of the facility (UC Berkeley, 2016; UC Regents, 2016a). ACC will revert facility ownership back
to UC Berkeley at the end of the land lease (UC Berkeley, 2016; UC Regents, 2016a).
University System of Georgia: Student Housing Initiative
The University System of Georgia (USG) is comprised of seventeen universities and nine state
colleges located across the state (USG, 2020). In 2014, the USG Board of Regents announced
forthcoming plans to develop a large, university system-wide DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to
increase student housing and reduce its debt burden (Board of Regents- USG, 2014). The
nation’s first system-wide student housing P3, the University System of Georgia Student
Housing Initiative, is briefly explored in Table 6.
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Table 6: Descriptive Coding for University System of Georgia: Student Housing Initiative
Descriptive Coding for University System of Georgia:
Student Housing Initiative
Case status:
Phase one completed in 2016.
Brief case description:
The University System of Georgia Board of Regents
selected the first of its kind, a DBFOM social infrastructure
public private partnership for new and existent student
housing across its university system campuses. The first
phase of the project began in 2015 with the construction of
more than 3,500 new beds and the renovation of nearly
7,000 existing beds on nine campuses. The project was
completed in 2016 and the partnership will last for 40 years,
through 2055.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Student housing facilities only.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Private partner.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner and global investment bank.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity and taxable bond debt.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
The development for the housing initiative was divided into phases, this case focuses on
phase one (Board of Regents- USG, 2014). The USG Board of Regents selected Corvias Campus
Living (Corvias) as the private partner for phase one (Corvias, 2016). Phase one included the
design, build and renovation, finance, operation, and maintenance of nearly 10,000 beds across
nine campuses, totaling more than three million square feet (Board of Regents- USG, 2017;
Corvias, 2014, 2016). Completed in August 2016, the phase one project included 3,753 new beds
and the renovation of 6,195 existent beds (Board of Regents- USG, 2020; Corvias, 2016).
Housing amenities on some campuses include office, storage, and study spaces, community
kitchens, laundry rooms, and a dining hall (Board of Regents- USG, 2017; Corvias, n.d. a).
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Corvias secured financing for phase one for a total of $548.3 million (Board of RegentsUSG, 2017; Corvias, 2016). Corvias directly invested $13.1 million of the company’s own
equity into the project (Corvias, 2016). In addition to the equity investment, Corvias secured
more than $535 million through global investment bank, Goldman Sachs (Corvias, 2016;
Goldman Sachs, 2020). The bonds will be repaid at a rate of 5.3% through student housing rental
fees (user fees) (Board of Regents- USG, 2017; Corvias, 2014, 2016). USG did not incur
financial burden during the project’s development (Board of Regents- USG, 2014; Student
Housing Business.com, 2015). Each USG institution will retain a share of the rental revenue to
manage the school’s residence life programming and housing security (Board of Regents- USG,
2014). Additionally, Corvias assumed “$311.5 million in long-term debt from USG’s balance
sheet” (Corvias, 2016; Student Housing Business.com, 2015).
Corvias will own the student housing facilities through the 40-year contract term, while
USG retains land ownership (Board of Regents- USG, 2017; Corvias, 2016). The partnership
includes at least five renovations or replacements of the new and existent housing to ensure the
facilities revert back to each university or college in “like-new” condition at the end of the
contract term in 2055 (Corvias, 2016).
Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use Student Housing
Arizona State University’s main campus is located in Tempe, Arizona. Arizona State University
(ASU) utilized a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to expand its student housing (ACC, n.d. b).
ASU’s mixed-use student housing facility, Vista del Sol, is briefly explored in Table 7.
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Table 7: Descriptive Coding for Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use Student
Housing
Descriptive Coding for Arizona State University:
Vista del Sol Mixed-Use Student Housing
Case status:
Completed in 2008.
Brief case description:
The 872,000 sq. ft. mixed-use facility includes twelve
buildings with student housing accommodating 1,800
students. The facility also includes a fitness center, social
area, game room, movie theater, swimming pool, outdoor
lounge, and several sports courts.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
Vista del Sol was completed in 2008 (ACC, n.d. b). The 872,000 square feet mixed-use
student housing facility serves more than 1,800 upperclassmen and graduate students across
twelve buildings (Crow, 2014; Davenport, 2008; School Designs, 2020). It includes a 23,000
square feet community center with access to a fitness center, social area, game room, movie
theater, swimming pool, outdoor lounge, several sports courts, and retail space (ACC, n.d. c,
Brandon, 2018).
American Campus Communities (ACC) fully financed the $137.5 million mixed-use
facility through its American Campus Equity (ACE) program, which utilized the private
partner’s own equity (ACC, n.d. b, 2008). Rental rates (user fees) will be used to repay ACC for
the project’s cost and the facilities’ operation and maintenance during the contract period
(Davenport, 2008). ASU deferred all development and financial risks to ACC (Davenport, 2008).
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ASU and ACC signed a 65-year land lease with two optional ten-year extensions (ACC,
2008, Davenport, 2008). The contract specified that ASU retained ownership of the land and
would acquire the title of the student housing facility once it was constructed (ACC, 2008,
Davenport, 2008). ACC would then lease the facilities from ASU for the contract terms (ACC,
2008, Davenport, 2008). ACC will pay ASU rent for the land during the 65-year period
(Davenport, 2008). The variable rental rate is based on ACC’s gross revenue from the facility
(Davenport, 2008).
Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
Arizona State University (ASU) turned to American Campus Communities (ACC) for another
DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to develop the Barrett Honors College facilities. The honors
college is separately located on 8.25 acres of ASU’s Tempe campus (Jaiswal, 2009). ASU
intentionally chose a social infrastructure P3 to provide a “small, liberal arts college
environment” for its honors college facilities, briefly explored in Table 8 (Jaiswal, 2009).
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Table 8: Descriptive Coding for Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
Descriptive Coding for Arizona State University:
Barrett Honors College
Case status:
Completed in 2009.
Brief case description:
Barrett Honors College is a seven-building mixed-use
project that includes living learning space for ASU’s honors
college students. The facilities include student housing for
more than 1,700 honors students, a dining facility, eleven
classrooms, a dean’s office suite, faculty offices, and retail
space. There is also a fitness center, computer lab, an
outdoor amphitheater, gardens, and outdoor space for
dining.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Campus expansion.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
The 490,000 square feet living learning environment was completed in 2009 (ACC, 2009;
Davenport, 2008). The seven buildings, which make up the honors college campus, include
student housing for more than 1,700 honors students, a dining facility, eleven classrooms, a
dean’s office suite, faculty offices, and retail space (Davenport, 2008). The space also includes a
fitness center, computer lab, an outdoor amphitheater, gardens, and outdoor space for dining
(ACC, 2009).
ACC used private equity from the company’s American Campus Equity (ACE) program
to finance the $140 million total project cost (ASU, n.d.; Davenport, 2008). Student housing
rental fees and lease payments from the retail spaces (user fees) will repay ACC the cost of the
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project (Davenport, 2008). Throughout the project, ASU was not exposed to financial risks
(Davenport, 2008).
ASU and ACC signed a 65-year land lease with two optional ten-year extensions (ACC,
2008, Davenport, 2008). ASU retained ownership of the land and the title to the honors college
campus, with ACC leasing the facilities once it was constructed (ACC, 2008, Davenport, 2008).
ACC will pay ASU rent for the land during the 65-year period (Davenport, 2008). The variable
rental rate is based on ACC’s gross revenue from the facility (Davenport, 2008).
University of Kansas: Central District Campus Expansion
The University of Kansas’ main campus is situated in Lawrence, in northeast Kansas (KU, n.d.).
The University of Kansas (KU) sought a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to expand the campus,
especially its living, learning, and research resources (KU- Central District, n.d. b). KU’s 55-acre
campus expansion, Central District, is explored in Table 9.
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Table 9: Descriptive Coding for University of Kansas: Central District Campus Expansion
Descriptive Coding for University of Kansas:
Central District Campus Expansion
Case status:
Final phase completed in 2018.
Brief case description:
The Central District is a 55-acre campus expansion, which
includes a 280,000 sq. ft. academic building that
accommodates both classroom and research lab spaces,
student housing for 1,250 students across three buildings, a
new 26,500 sq. ft. student union, a dining facility, parking
structure, and utility plant.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Campus expansion.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Special purpose vehicle, KU Campus Development
Corporation.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Special purpose vehicle, KU Campus Development
Corporation.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
Availability payments.
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
The Central District expansion was completed in phases. The final phase was completed
in fall 2018, construction included the development of a 280,000-square feet integrated science
building that provides new classrooms and research labs (Edgemoor, n.d. b, 2016; KU- Central
District, n.d. a). The campus expansion also includes a new 26,500-square feet student union,
student housing for 1,250 students in three new buildings, a dining facility, a parking structure,
and a new utility plant to provide more energy efficient systems (Edgemoor, n.d. b, 2016; KUCentral District, n.d. a).
The University of Kansas selected Edgemoor Infrastructure & Real Estate (Edgemoor) as
the private partner and master developer for the $350 million campus expansion (Edgemoor, n.d.
b, 2016). KU to create a special purpose vehicle (SPV), KU Campus Development Corporation
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(KUCDC), for financing the project and ensuring land ownership remained with the university
(Chenoweth, 2018; KU- Office of Public Affairs, 2016; Shepherd, 2015, 2016). The University
of Kansas leased the 55 acres to KUCDC (Chenoweth, 2018). KUCDC financed the project
through tax-exempt bonds provided by the Wisconsin Public Finance Authority, a governmental
agency established to provide taxable and tax-exempt bonds for public and private entities “for
projects that contribute to social and economic growth” (Public Finance Authority, 2020, Why
was PFA established section). While utilizing financing from another state is unusual, it is not
unheard of among public university social infrastructure P3 finance models (Lowry, 2016;
Shepherd, 2016). Operating within the parameters of the state’s property statutes, the University
of Kansas created the SPV, a university affiliated nonprofit corporation, to borrow from another
state’s economic development authority (Chenoweth, 2018; Lowry, 2016; Shepherd, 2015,
2016).
Developing and financing the project through a university affiliated SPV allowed KU to
retain ownership of the land and facilities throughout the 40-year contract (Chenoweth, 2018;
KU- Office of Public Affairs, 2016; Shepherd, 2015). KUCDC, operating on behalf of KU,
incurred financial risk during the project’s development (Chenoweth, 2018; Shepherd, 2015).
KU will sublease the facilities from KUCDC to repay the project expenses (Hancock, 2016;
Shepherd, 2015). KU will utilize availability payments funded through a variety of sources for
repayment including funds raised through philanthropic efforts, student fees, and revenue
generated through the project’s new parking and student housing (Hancock, 2016; Monaco,
2016).
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University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center Theater Expansion
The University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (UWEC) is located in Eau Claire, in central Wisconsin.
UWEC and the City of Eau Claire sought a DB social infrastructure P3 to replace two aging
theaters, a community theater and an on-campus theater that was also utilized to teach the
university’s performing arts and theater programs (Board of Regents- UWS, 2012; UWEC,
2020). Table 10 briefly outlines the Pablo Center at the Confluence.
Table 10: Descriptive Coding for the University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
Descriptive Coding for the University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire:
The Pablo Center Theater Expansion
Case status:
Completed in 2018.
Brief case description:
The Pablo Center at the Confluence is a new arts center in
downtown Eau Claire, utilized by the University of
Wisconsin, Eau Claire performing arts and theater programs
and the City of Eau Claire. The Pablo Center includes three
theaters, the largest seats 1,200, a smaller theater offers 400
seats, and the smallest is a 250-seat multipurpose space. The
center also includes rehearsal, teaching, and behind the
scenes space, including a set design and costume shop and
dressing and rehearsal rooms. There are also visual arts
galleries, a dance studio, recording studio, and faculty
offices.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Unique facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Nonprofit, public partner, Eau Claire Arts, Inc.
P3 Type:
DB.
Entity Securing Financing:
Public university.
Financing Provider:
City, county, and state governments and private donors.
Financing Structure:
City, county, and state funds and private donations.
Funding:
N/A
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
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The new 130,000 square feet arts center was completed in 2018 (Ayres, 2020; UWEC,
2020). The new space includes a 1,200-seat theater, a smaller 400-seat theater, and a 250-seat
multipurpose space that could serve as a theater or concert hall (UWEC, 2020). The Pablo Center
also includes space for other arts, such as visual arts galleries, a dance studio, and recording
studio (UWEC, 2020). Other space was created to meet the needs of the university’s performing
arts and theater programs, including set design and costume shops and dressing and rehearsal
halls (UWEC, 2020). Faculty offices are also located at the center (UWEC, 2020).
The total cost for the Pablo Center was $51 million (UWEC, 2020). Financing for the
project came from several sources, including the City of Eau Claire, Eau Claire County, the state
of Wisconsin, and private donations through the university (Eau Claire County, 2014; Poquette,
2018; UWEC Foundation, 2020b). UWEC had no financial exposure during the project (UWEC
Foundation, 2020b).
The Pablo Center is located off campus, in downtown Eau Claire, on land owned by
UWEC’s Blugold Real Estate Foundation on behalf of the university (UWEC Foundation,
2020a). The Pablo Center facility is owned by the nonprofit public partner, the Eau Claire Arts,
Inc., which includes UWEC, city, and county representatives on its board (UWEC Foundation,
2020a). UWEC entered into a 20-year agreement with Eau Claire Arts, Inc. for the use of
dedicated space in the arts center for classroom space and faculty offices (UWEC Foundation,
2020a). The Confluence Council, another nonprofit organization with university representatives,
oversees the Pablo Center’s operation and maintenance (UWEC Foundation, 2020a). UWEC
retains the revenue generated from student performances and other university events held at the
Pablo Center (Board of Regents- UWS, 2016).
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Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle Wine Estates Wine Science
Center
The Washington State University Tri-Cities (WSU Tri-Cities) campus is located in Richland,
Washington in the southeastern part of the state. Tri-cities is referred to as the heart of
Washington’s wine country. Fittingly, WSU Tri-Cities turned to a DB social infrastructure P3 to
develop a wine research center for its Viticulture and Enology program (Pihl, 2015; WSU,
2016). The Ste. Michelle Wine Estates WSU Wine Science Center is briefly explored in Table
11.
Table 11: Descriptive Coding for Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle Wine
Estates Wine Science Center
Descriptive Coding for Washington State University, Tri-Cities:
Ste. Michelle Wine Estates Wine Science Center
Case status:
Completed in 2015.
Brief case description:
The Ste. Michelle Wine Estates WSU Wine Science Center
is a 40,000 sq. ft. wine research center situated on a twoacre vineyard. The facility includes a research and teaching
winery, classrooms, faculty offices, research labs,
greenhouses, conference rooms, and a wine library. The
center also includes a fermentation system and wine storage
spaces.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Unique facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DB.
Entity Securing Financing:
Public university.
Financing Provider:
State government, federal grant, and private donors.
Financing Structure:
State funds, federal grant, and private donations.
Funding:
N/A
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
The 40,000 square feet wine science center was completed in 2015 (ReConnect, 2016;
WSU, 2016). Referred to as “state-of-the-art” and “the most technologically advanced wine
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science center in the world”, the facility, which is situated on a two-acre vineyard, includes a
research and teaching winery as well as classrooms, faculty offices, and research labs (Board of
Regents- WSU, 2013- Report from the President of the University section; ReConnect, 2016Ste. Michelle Wine Estates WSU Wine Science Center section; Roush & Hall, 2016). The center
also includes greenhouses, conference rooms, and a wine library with more than 1,800 bottles of
Washington wines (Board of Regents- WSU, 2013; ReConnect, 2016; WSU, 2016).
Additionally, the center has equipment and wine storage rooms to accommodate the fermentation
system and wine storage vessels (Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall, 2016)
Lydig Construction and ALSC Architects partnered with the university to provide
development and construction services for the project (ALSC Architects, 2020; Lydig, 2020;
Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall, 2016). The total cost for the completed wine science center was $23
million, including $15 million for the facility’s construction and $8 million for equipment
(Lydig, 2020; Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall, 2016; WSU, 2016). WSU was not exposed to financial
risk, as several external sources financed the center’s construction, including donations from the
wine industry, such as the Washington State Wine Commission and several wineries and
vineyards. The center was also financed through public funding from the state legislature and a
grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration (Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall, 2016).
The wine center was constructed on land donated to the university (Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall,
2016). The facility and land are owned by WSU Tri-Cities. The university retains all revenue
generated by the wine science center.
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University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and Residential Complex
The University of Illinois, Chicago (UIC) is located in the greater Chicago metropolis. UIC
chose a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to develop an academic building and mixed-use
residential facility. The Academic and Residential Complex is explored in Table 12.
Table 12: Descriptive Coding for University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and Residential
Complex
Descriptive Coding for University of Illinois, Chicago:
Academic and Residential Complex
Case status:
Completed in 2019.
Brief case description:
The Academic and Residential Complex at UIC includes
two components. The first is the 54,000 sq. ft. academic
building that includes seven classrooms and lecture halls,
study space, a tutoring center, and computer labs. The
second is a 146,000 sq. ft. residential mixed-use facility
with nearly 550 student beds, a fitness center, laundry
facilities, study and social lounges, and a Starbucks Coffee
on the ground floor.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Special purpose vehicle, CHF- Chicago, LLC.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Special purpose vehicle, CHF- Chicago, LLC.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
Availability payments and user fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Not required.
The Academic and Residential Complex was completed in 2019 (Sadovi, 2019; UIC
Campus Housing, 2020). The academic component includes a 54,000 square feet building with
seven classrooms and lecture halls, study space, a tutoring center, and computer labs (Sadovi,
2019; UIC Campus Housing, 2020). The 146,000 square feet residential mixed-use facility
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includes 548 beds as well as a fitness center, laundry facilities, study and social lounges, and a
Starbucks Coffee retail location (Sadovi, 2019; UIC Campus Housing, 2020).
UIC selected American Campus Communities (ACC) as the private partner to develop
the complex and operate and maintain the residential component after the project was completed
(Cowart, 2018; Sadovi, 2019; UI, 2019). Third-party, nonprofit financing partner, Collegiate
Housing Foundation, created the SPV, CHF- Chicago, LLC, to privately finance the total cost of
the $100 million project through tax-exempt bonds (Cowart, 2018; Illinois Finance Authority,
2017; Sadovi, 2019; UI, 2018, 2019). Bond financing was provided to the SPV by the Illinois
Finance Authority, a self-funded, state authority “authorized by the Illinois Finance Authority
Act to issue tax-exempt and taxable bonds” (Illinois Finance Authority, 2012, About IFA
section, 2017; UI, 2018, 2019). The university was not exposed to financial risk.
UIC entered into a land lease with CHF- Chicago, LLC for a 40-year period (Illinois
Finance Authority, 2017; UI, 2018, 2019). UIC provided an initial payment of $8.5 million and
will utilize availability payments annually to repay Collegiate Housing Foundation for the
academic building through a sublease agreement (UI, 2019). The residential project costs will be
repaid through user fees (Illinois Finance Authority, 2017; UI, 2019). CHF- Chicago, LLC will
own the Academic and Residential Complex for the duration of the 40-year land lease and will
retain all revenues (Illinois Finance Authority, 2017; UI, 2019). The facilities will then revert
back to the university after the contract terms expire (UI, 2019).
University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
The University of Maryland (UM) is located in College Park, Maryland, in close proximity to
Washington, D.C. UM selected a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to expand its student housing
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offerings (Capstone, 2020). Table 13 briefly describes the South Campus Commons, a sevenbuilding student housing complex.
Table 13: Descriptive Coding for University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
Descriptive Coding for University of Maryland:
South Campus Commons
Case status:
Completed in 2010.
Brief case description:
South Campus Commons is a seven-building student
housing facility built between 2000-2010. The seven
buildings, which total more than 764,654 sq. ft., offer
housing for nearly 2,200 undergraduate students. The
housing facilities also offer social lounges and study spaces.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Student housing facilities only.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
State economic development authority, Maryland Economic
Development Corporation.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
State economic development authority.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Not required.
Construction on the South Campus Commons was divided into four phases between
2000-2010 (Capstone, 2020). The final phase was completed in 2010 (Capstone, 2020). The
seven residential buildings total 764,654 square feet (Capstone, 2020; UM Resident Life, n.d. b).
The complex accommodates 2,195 undergraduate student beds with kitchens in each of the
apartment style rooms (Capstone, 2020; UM Resident Life, n.d. b). Each building also includes
social space, lounges, offices for studying, and seminar rooms (Capstone, 2020; UM Resident
Life, n.d. b).
The total project cost was nearly $144 million, which was financed through tax-exempt
bonds issued by the Maryland Economic Development Corporation (Brailsford & Dunlavey,
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Millane Partners, & UM, 2009; Moody’s Investor Service, 2014; Shaver, 2011). The Maryland
Economic Development Corporation (MEDCO) was created by the State of Maryland General
Assembly “to promote economic development” (MEDCO, n.d., Our History and Abilities
section). In 2000, MEDCO’s authority was expanded “to provide greater financing flexibility” to
other state and local governments (MEDCO, n.d., Our History and Abilities section). Project
costs will be directly repaid to MEDCO through rental fees (user fees) (South Campus Commons
at College Park, 2018). UM did not experience financial risk throughout the project (Capstone,
2020; Moody’s Investor Service, 2014).
Private partner, Capstone Development Partners, oversaw project development
(Capstone, 2020; Brailsford & Dunlavey et al., 2009). Capstone operates and maintains the
student housing complex, while the university manages resident life activities and student
engagement (UM Resident Life, n.d. a, n.d. b). UM entered into a land lease with the Maryland
Economic Development Corporation (Brailsford & Dunlavey et al., 2009; Shaver, 2011). The
Maryland Economic Development Corporation will retain all revenue generated for the duration
of the partnership (South Campus Commons at College Park, 2018). The Maryland Economic
Development Corporation owns the facility for the duration of the contract and then ownership
will revert back to UM (Brailsford & Dunlavey et al., 2009; Shaver, 2011).
University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing Transformation
The University of Kentucky (UK), the state’s flagship university, is located in Lexington,
Kentucky (UK Public Relations and Marketing, n.d.). In 2012, UK selected a DBFOM social
infrastructure P3 to replace nearly all of the university’s existing student housing (EdR, 2017;
UK Facilities Management, n.d.). UK’s On-campus Housing Transformation, the largest on-
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campus student housing P3 development in the nation, is briefly explored in Table 14 (EdR,
2017; Martindill, 2019).
Table 14: Descriptive Coding for University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing Transformation
Descriptive Coding for University of Kentucky:
On-campus Housing Transformation
Case status:
Completed in 2017.
Brief case description:
The UK On-campus Housing Transformation is a multiphased student housing expansion that includes fourteen
new student housing facilities totaling more than 2.5 million
sq. ft. The expansion includes housing for 6,850 students,
new classrooms, study rooms, and retail space.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Private partner.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
The multi-phased project was completed in 2017 (UK Facilities Management, n.d.). The
mixed-use facilities include fourteen new student housing facilities and totaled more than 2.5
million square feet (UK Facilities Management, n.d.). The expansion provides 6,850 new student
beds (UK Facilities Management, n.d.). The expansion also includes the addition of 222 new
academic spaces, including classrooms, active learning centers, multi-purpose rooms, study
spaces, and retail space (UK Facilities Management, n.d.).
The total project cost for the student housing expansion was $450 million (EdR, 2017).
Private partner Education Realty Trust (EdR/Greystar) financed the project through its ONE
Plan, which uses the company’s equity to fund the project (EdR, 2017; Greystar, n.d.). The
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private financing will be repaid through student rental fees, or user fees (Monday, 2015). UK did
not incur financial risk throughout the project (Blackford, 2012). After EdR receives a set
percentage of revenues for the project expenses, UK will begin receiving 10% of the facilities’
revenues (UK Board of Trustees, 2012). The university entered into a land lease with EdR for 50
years with renewal options for an additional 25 years (EdR, 2017; UK Board of Trustees, 2012).
At the conclusion of the contract, the housing facilities will revert back to UK ownership (UK
Board of Trustees, 2012).
University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
The University of Kentucky (UK) selected a second DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to upgrade
the university’s dining facilities (Blackford, 2014). UK’s primary residential dining facility, The
90, is explored in Table 15 (Mullinix, 2017).
Table 15: Descriptive Coding for University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
Descriptive Coding for University of Kentucky:
The 90 Dining Facilities
Case status:
Completed in 2015.
Brief case description:
The 90 is an 80,000 sq. ft. mixed-use dining facility with
academic support services space. The facility offers
multiple dining options and seating for 1,000. The academic
support space includes classrooms, faculty and staff offices,
and student support services, such as a space dedicated for
students seeking counseling.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Not required.
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Completed in 2015, The 90 is an 80,000 square feet academic support and dining facility
(Geegan, 2014a; UK, n.d. a; WKYT, 2015). The dining facility includes several restaurant
options and seating for 1,000 (Geegan, 2014a; WKYT, 2015). In addition to the dining
component, the facility also includes classrooms, faculty and staff offices, and student support
spaces, such as counseling services (Geegan, 2014a; UK, n.d. a; WKYT, 2015).
The total cost for the dining facility was $32 million (Geegan, 2014a; UK, n.d. a; WKYT,
2015). Aramark Enterprise Services (Aramark), the private partner, fully financed the project
with private equity (Geegan, 2014a; Monday, 2015). The 90 was constructed as part of a much
larger $70 million facilities development and renovation project with Aramark (Geegan, 2014a,
2014b; WKYT, 2015). Aramark’s project expenses and operating costs will be repaid through
dining revenue (user fees) (Moody’s Bond Ratings, 2019). UK did not face financial exposure
during the development of The 90 (Moody’s Bond Ratings, 2019).
In addition to constructing and financing the facilities, Aramark will also operate and
maintain all university dining services for the 15-year partnership (Monday, 2015; WKYT,
2015). The university retained ownership of the land and facility (Moody’s Bond Rating, 2019).
Aramark will retain all revenue for the duration of the partnership.
University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence and Dining Hall
The University of Massachusetts, Boston (UMass Boston) is located outside of downtown
Boston, along the Dorchester Bay coast. UMass Boston turned to a DBFOM social infrastructure
P3 to provide the university’s first on-campus student housing facility and a new dining facility
(Ivanovich, 2019; UMass Boston Office of Communications, 2016). UMass Boston’s New
Residence and Dining Hall is explored in Table 16.
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Table 16: Descriptive Coding for University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence and
Dining Hall
Descriptive Coding for University of Massachusetts, Boston:
New Residence and Dining Hall
Case status:
Completed in 2018.
Brief case description:
The UMass Boston’s New Residence and Dining Hall
includes a 260,000 sq. ft. housing facility accommodating
1,077 students as well as academic spaces, such as study
spaces, conference rooms, and campus administrative
offices. The second building includes the 28,000 sq. ft.
dining facility which offers seating for 500. It also provides
additional study space.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Special purpose vehicle, Provident Commonwealth
Educational Resources, and public university.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Special purpose vehicle, Provident Commonwealth
Educational Resources, and public university.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
The new student housing and dining facilities were completed in 2018 (Shawmut, 2019;
Smith, 2018; Sowers, 2019). The two-building, 260,000 square feet residence hall provides beds
for 1,077 students (Smith, 2018; UMass Boston Office of Communications, 2016). The first
floor of both buildings provides dedicated academic areas with study space, conference rooms,
and campus administrative offices (Sowers, 2019). The 28,000 square feet dining facility serves
the entire campus community and offers seating for 500 (Ivanovich, 2019; Shawmut, 2019;
Sowers, 2019). The dining facility also serves as additional study space during “non-dining
hours” (Sowers, 2019).
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The total housing project cost was $120 million (UMass Boston, 2020; UMBA, 2018).
The project was financed jointly. Third-party, nonprofit financing partner, Provident Resources
Group, created the SPV, Provident Commonwealth Educational Resources (PCER), for the sole
purpose of financing the housing project through tax-exempt bonds provided by the
Massachusetts Development Finance Agency, MassDevelopment (Ivanovich, 2019; S&P Global
Ratings’ Credit Research, 2016; UMass Boston Office of Communications, 2016; UMBA,
2018). MassDevelopment is the state of Massachusetts’ “finance and development agency” for
economic growth and development (MassDevelopment, 2020). The housing project costs will be
repaid through rental revenues (user fees) (UMBA, 2018). UMass Boston financed the dining
facility through MassDevelopment issued tax-exempt bonds (Ivanovich, 2019; UMBA, 2018).
Dining revenue will be used to repay the dining facility (Ivanovich, 2019; UMBA, 2018).
Capstone Development Partners served as the private partner overseeing the full project’s
development (Ivanovich, 2019; UMass Boston Office of Communications, 2016).
PCER will own, operate, and maintain the housing facility through the duration of a 40year land lease (Ivanovich, 2019; UMass Boston, 2020; UMass Boston Office of
Communications, 2016; UMBA, 2018). The housing facilities will revert back to UMass Boston
at the end of the lease period (UMBA, 2018). UMass Boston will operate and maintain the
dining facility (UMBA, 2018).
University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership Building
The University of Connecticut (UConn) is located in Storrs, Connecticut, in the northeastern part
of the state. UConn selected a DB social infrastructure P3 to develop its first research facility in
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the university’s new tech park (Breen, 2012, 2014; UConn, 2017). The Innovation Partnership
Building is briefly explored in Table 17.
Table 17: Descriptive Coding for University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership Building
Descriptive Coding for University of Connecticut:
Innovation Partnership Building
Case status:
Completed in 2017.
Brief case description:
The Innovation Partnership Building is a 113,000 sq. ft.
research facility located in the university’s tech park. It
provides state of the art research and laboratory equipment
for university and private partner use. It houses ten research
and development centers, as well as administrative offices,
meeting spaces, and a cafe.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Academic and research facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DB.
Entity Securing Financing:
Public university.
Financing Provider:
State of Connecticut.
Financing Structure:
State funds.
Funding:
N/A
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
The Innovation Partnership Building was completed in 2017 and officially opened in
2018 (Breen, 2014; Infante, 2018; UConn, 2017, 2019). The 113,000 square feet academic and
research facility offers laboratory spaces and state-of-the-art equipment for research in energy,
electronics, material sciences, manufacturing, microscopy, and cybersecurity (Breen, 2014;
Poitras, 2015; UConn, 2017, 2019). The facility initially housed ten industrial research and
development centers when construction was completed, with more centers expected to open
(Enright, 2018, UConn, 2019). University researchers and industry partners utilize the labs and
equipment (Breen, 2014; Poitras, 2015). The facility also includes conference rooms,
administrative offices, and a lobby with meeting spaces and a cafe (UConn, 2017).
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The total project cost was $162.3 million (Breen, 2014; UConn, 2017). The research
facility was financed through state funding (Breen, 2012; Infante, 2018; UConn, 2019). Private
partners provided more than $60 million for the facility’s laboratory equipment (Infante, 2018;
Poitras, 2015). Skanska led the project’s development (Skanska, n.d.). UConn owns the facility
and leases laboratory space to private partners, while operating and maintaining the university’s
research spaces (Skanska, n.d.).
George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building
George Mason University (GMU), Virginia’s largest public university, is located in Fairfax,
Virginia (GMU, 2020). GMU selected a DB social infrastructure P3 to develop a new academic
building to expand its classrooms and research labs. The Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering
Building, explored in Table 18, was the first public university social infrastructure P3 in Virginia
(Clark, 2020). It was completed under the state’s Public Private Educational Facility and
Infrastructure Act of 2002, which provided legislature approval for public entities to partner with
the private sector to develop public facilities (Clark, 2020).
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Table 18: Descriptive Coding for George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
Descriptive Coding for George Mason University:
Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building
Case status:
Completed in 2009.
Brief case description:
The Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building is a
180,000 sq. ft. academic facility. The building includes
80,000 sq. ft. for classrooms and faculty offices and 80,000
sq. ft. for research space. There is 20,000 sq. ft. available
for lease by the university’s private industry research
partners.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Academic and research facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DB.
Entity Securing Financing:
Public university.
Financing Provider:
State of Virginia and private donors.
Financing Structure:
State funds and private donations.
Funding:
N/A
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
The Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building was completed in 2009 (Clark, 2020;
Edgemoor, n.d. a, 2009). The academic building totals nearly 200,000 square feet (Clark, 2020;
Edgemoor, 2009). The space is divided into 80,000 square feet of classrooms and faculty offices,
another 80,000 square feet of research space, such as labs, and 20,000 square feet available for
lease by the university’s private industry research partners (Clark, 2020; Edgemoor, n.d. a,
2009). At the time of construction, it was the largest building on GMU’s campus (Clark, 2020;
Edgemoor, 2009).
The total project cost was $61 million (Edgemoor, n.d. a). The university financed the
project through state funding and private donations raised through a fundraising campaign
(Edgemoor, n.d. a, 2007). Edgemoor Infrastructure & Real Estate (Edgemoor) served as the
private partner and developer overseeing the design and build services throughout the project
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(Edgemoor, n.d. a, 2009). The academic building was built on university land. It is owned,
operated, and maintained by GMU (Edgemoor, 2014).
University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
The University of California, Merced (UC Merced) is located in the San Joaquin Valley in the
center of the state (UC Merced, 2019). UC Merced selected a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to
develop its campus expansion. Table 19 briefly outlines Merced 2020, currently the largest
public university social infrastructure P3 in the United States (Bay Area Council, 2018; NCS
Madison, 2017; Sherwood Design Engineers, 2020).
Table 19: Descriptive Coding for University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
Descriptive Coding for University of California, Merced:
Merced 2020
Case status:
Completed in 2020.
Brief case description:
Currently the largest social infrastructure P3 undertaken by
a public university, the Merced 2020 campus expansion
includes more than 1.2 million sq. ft. of classrooms, faculty
offices, wet and dry research labs, art studios, a conference
center, parking, a wellness center, student housing, and
dining facilities.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Campus expansion.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Lead developer and private partner, Plenary Group
(Canada) Ltd., and public university.
Financing Provider:
Lead developer and private partner, Plenary Group
(Canada) Ltd., state of California, University of California
System, and public university.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity and state, university system, and
public university funds.
Funding:
Availability payments.
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
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The Merced 2020 campus expansion provided the campus with additional classrooms,
faculty offices, wet and dry research labs, art studios, a conference center, parking, a wellness
center, student housing, and dining facilities (UC Merced, 2020d). The thirteen-building campus
expansion exceeds 1.2 million square feet (Gardner, 2018; UC Merced, n.d. a, n.d. b, 2016,
2020a; UC Regents, 2016b). The three phased project was completed in 2020 (Gardner, 2018;
UC Merced, 2020b, 2020c).
Special purpose vehicle, Plenary Properties Merced, was established specifically for
Merced 2020 as a group of construction industry experts that would finance, develop, and
manage the campus expansion (UC Merced, 2016; Waid, 2016). The group was led by developer
and investor, Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd., and design-build lead, Webcor (UC Merced, n.d. a;
Waid, 2016; Webcor, 2018). The buildings will be operated and maintained by Johnson Controls
for the 39-year contract period (Waid, 2016; Webcor, 2018).
The total cost of Merced 2020 was $1.338 billion (UC Merced, 2020a). Lead developer
and private partner Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd. contributed $590.35 million, which included
private equity and $127.3 million financed by the State of California General Funds (UC
Merced, n.d. a., n.d. b, 2016, 2020a; UC Regents, 2016b). An additional $600 million was
financed through the state university system, with $400 million provided by the State of
California General Funds (UC Merced, 2016, 2020a). The remaining $148.13 million was
provided by UC Merced (UC Merced, 2016).
The University of California System and UC Merced will utilize availability payments to
repay Plenary Properties Merced during the 39-year partnership (UC Merced, 2020a, 2020d; UC
Regents, 2016b; Waid, 2016). The university will retain all revenue generated from the project
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and will utilize these funds toward the availability payments (UC Merced, 2020a). UC Merced
retained ownership of the land and facilities throughout the contract (UC Merced, 2020a).
In-Progress Cases
University of Texas: The Moody Center
The University of Texas’s flagship university is located in Austin, Texas (UT, 2020). The
University of Texas (UT) selected a DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to construct a new oncampus multipurpose arena (de Leon, Knight, & Norwood, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; UT System,
2018). The new arena, the Moody Center, is outlined in Table 20.
Table 20: Descriptive Coding for University of Texas: The Moody Center
Descriptive Coding for University of Texas:
The Moody Center
Case status:
Expected to be completed in 2022.
Brief case description:
The Moody Center is an on-campus multipurpose arena that
will accommodate 10,000 seats during UT men’s and
women’s basketball games and 15,000 seats during live
entertainment events and university events, such as concerts
or graduations.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Unique facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Public university.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
Private partner.
Financing Structure:
Private partner equity.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
Construction for the arena began in December 2019 at the site of a former university
parking lot (de Leon et al., 2018; Haurwitz, 2018). The basketball arena and entertainment venue
is expected to be completed in fall 2022 (Gagiuc, 2019; Reding, 2019). The facility will
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accommodate 10,000 seats during basketball games and can expand to include 15,000 seats
during other events (Daniel, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; Reding, 2019).
UT selected private partner, ArenaCo, an arena and convention center development and
entertainment management group, to build its new sports and entertainment venue (Daniel, 2018;
Haurwitz, 2018). Project development is led by the Oak View Group (Daniel, 2018; Haurwitz,
2018). The Oak View Group is a Los Angeles based development company with extensive
experience in sports facility development and management (Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; Oak
View Group, n.d.). ArenaCo also includes concert organizers, Live Nation and C3 Presents (de
Leon et al., 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; Oak View Group, n.d.). The project is estimated to cost $338
million and will be financed fully through ArenaCo’s equity (Daniel, 2018; de Leon et al., 2018;
Gagiuc, 2019; Haurwitz, 2018). Event revenue (user fees) will repay ArenaCo’s project expenses
(Daniel, 2018; Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018). UT will not incur financial risk during this project
development (Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018).
UT entered into a short-term land lease with ArenaCo for the facility’s construction
(Haurwitz, 2018; UT System, 2018). Once construction is completed, the facility and land will
revert to UT control (Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; UT System, 2018). ArenaCo will operate and
maintain the facility through a 35-year service agreement while also securing and scheduling
touring entertainment (Daniel, 2018; de Leon et al., 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; UT System, 2018).
For sixty days per year, when hosting UT men and women’s basketball games,
graduations, and university events, the university will manage the facility (Daniel, 2018; Davis,
2018; Haurwitz, 2018; Reding, 2019). Oak View will not pay land or facility rent, rather, the
university will retain the revenue generated when hosting those university events (Davis, 2018;
Haurwitz, 2018). For the remainder of the year, Oak View Group will operate the facility while
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hosting concerts and other entertainment (Daniel, 2018; Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018). All
revenue collected during those events will reimburse ArenaCo (Daniel, 2018; Davis, 2018;
Haurwitz, 2018). After ten years, UT will receive a percentage of the revenues generated at the
facility throughout the year (Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018).
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus Instructional Facility
The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UI) is the flagship institution of the university
system, it is located in the twin cities Urbana-Champaign, in east-central Illinois (UI, n.d.). UI
selected a DBF social infrastructure P3 to provide additional classrooms and research space for
its expanding engineering college (UI, 2019; Wurth, 2018). The UI Campus Instructional
Facility is explored in Table 21.
Table 21: Descriptive Coding for University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
Descriptive Coding for University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign:
Campus Instructional Facility
Case status:
Expected to be completed in 2021.
Brief case description:
The Campus Instructional Facility is a 122,000 sq. ft.
academic facility that will include 27 new classrooms and
lecture halls. The space will also include study space for
students.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Academic and research facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Special purpose vehicle, Provident Group- UIUC Properties
LLC.
P3 Type:
DBF.
Entity Securing Financing:
Special purpose vehicle, Provident Group- UIUC Properties
LLC.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
Availability payments.
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
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The Campus Instructional Facility is expected to be completed in spring 2021 (UI
Grainger, 2020; UI News Bureau, 2019; Wurth, 2018). The 122,000 square feet academic facility
will provide 27 new classrooms, lecture halls, and study spaces (UI Grainger, 2020; UI News
Bureau, 2019; Wurth, 2018). The new building will also allow former classrooms in other
buildings to be converted to research space (Wurth, 2018).
UI selected Provident Resources Group, a third-party, nonprofit financing partner, and
developer Vermilion Campbell Development as the private partner development team for the
project (UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). UI entered into a land lease with the Provident Resources
Group’s SPV for the project, Provident Group- UIUC Properties LLC (Illinois Finance
Authority, 2019; UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). Provident Group- UIUC Properties LLC will own the
facility during the 30-year contract (Illinois Finance Authority, 2019; UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019).
The total project cost is expected to be $75 million. Provident Group- UIUC Properties LLC
financed the project through tax-exempt bonds (Illinois Finance Authority, 2019; UI, 2019; UI
Grainger, 2020; Wurth, 2018, 2019). Bond financing was provided by the Illinois Finance
Authority, the state’s economic development authority (Illinois Finance Authority, 2012; UI,
2019).
UI deferred financial risk to the private partner. The university initially provided an
upfront payment of $9.7 million. UI will continue to make yearly availability payments to the
Provident Group through the 30-year sublease (Illinois Finance Authority, 2019; UI, 2019;
Wurth, 2019). Revenue generated by the facility will be retained by the university. Upon the
contract expiration, ownership of the facility will revert to UI (UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). The
university will provide operation and maintenance for the facility (UI, 2019).
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University of Illinois, Urbana- Champaign: Feed Technology Center
Included in the partnership agreement for the Campus Instructional Facility (see above) was
another social infrastructure P3 for the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UI). UI
utilized the second DBF social infrastructure P3 to replace the Animal Nutrition and Production
Sciences Program’s nearly 100-year old feed mill (Quinn, 2018; UI, 2019). UI’s new Feed
Technology Center is explored in Table 22.
Table 22: Descriptive Coding for the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
Descriptive Coding for the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign:
Feed Technology Center
Case status:
Expected to be completed in 2020.
Brief case description:
The UI Feed Technology Center will replace a 100-year old
feed mill with industry-leading technology and systems for
teaching and researching animal nutrition.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Unique facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Special purpose vehicle, Provident Group- UIUC Properties
LLC.
P3 Type:
DBF.
Entity Securing Financing:
Special purpose vehicle, Provident Group- UIUC Properties
LLC.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
Availability payments.
Revenue Sharing:
N/A
The Feed Technology Center was expected to be completed in fall 2020 but has been
delayed until 2021 (Quinn, 2019, 2020b; UI Board of Trustees, 2018; Wurth, 2019). The new
center will be situated on ten acres (Quinn, 2019; UI Board of Trustees, 2018; Wurth, 2019). The
UI College of Agricultural, Consumer, and Environmental Sciences (ACES) stated the new state-
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of-the-art feed center will “accelerate advancements and expand horizons in technology and
scientific discovery in feed ingredient utilization, new processing technologies, and improved
efficiency of food production” (UI ACES, 2019- Beyond the Horizon section). The new facility
will offer hands-on learning and research opportunities with industry-leading feed and feed
processing technologies (Quinn, 2018). The Feed Technology Center is expected to include
“storage, processing, mixing, extruding, bagging, and delivery systems” (Quinn, 2019). The new
equipment and technology in the center will produce “8,000 tons of specialized small-batch
research diets per year” (Quinn, 2018, 2019).
Third-party, nonprofit financing partner Provident Resources Group and developer,
Vermilion Campbell Development, were selected as the private partner development team for the
new feed center project (UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). UI entered into a land lease with the Provident
Resources Group’s SPV for the project, Provident Group- UIUC Properties LLC (Illinois
Finance Authority, 2019; UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). Provident Group- UIUC Properties LLC will
own the Feed Technology Center during the 30-year contract (Illinois Finance Authority, 2019;
UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). The total project cost for the Feed Technology Center is expected to be
$20 million. Provident Group- UIUC Properties LLC financed the new feed center through taxexempt bonds (Illinois Finance Authority, 2019; UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019). The Illinois Finance
Authority provided bond financing for the Feed Technology Center (Illinois Finance Authority,
2019; UI, 2019).
UI did not experience financial exposure during the project’s development. The
university committed repaying $6 million towards the project and solicited private donations
from farming and animal nutrition and feed industry partners to fund the remaining $14 million
for the facility (UI ACES, 2019; Quinn, 2019, 2020a). UI will make annual availability payments
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to the Provident Group through the 30-year sublease (Illinois Finance Authority, 2019; UI, 2019;
Wurth, 2019). Upon the contract expiration, ownership of the facility will revert to UI (UI, 2019;
Wurth, 2019). Once the feed center is constructed, the university will operate and maintain the
facility and its equipment (UI, 2019). The university will retain revenue generated by the facility
(UI, 2019).
University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking Structure and Mixed-Use
Facilities
The University of Kentucky (UK), located in Lexington, Kentucky, chose a DBFOM social
infrastructure P3 to redevelop an outdated campus bookstore into a mixed-use academic and
retail facility and parking structure (Signet, n.d.; TimHaahs, n.d.; UK, 2019). The Cornerstone is
briefly examined in Table 23.
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Table 23: Descriptive Coding for University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking Structure
and Mixed-Use Facilities
Descriptive Coding for University of Kentucky:
The Cornerstone Parking Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
Case status:
First phase completed in 2020, final phase expected to be
completed in 2021.
Brief case description:
The Cornerstone is a mixed-use facility that will include a
23,000 sq. ft. ground floor offering retail and restaurant
space. The ground floor will also include an innovation
center housing the university’s e-sports program.
Additionally, there will be 900 new parking spaces and a
bridge connecting to an existing university parking
structure.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Private partner.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Private partner.
Financing Provider:
State economic development authority.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
User fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Required.
The 23,000 square feet ground floor will include an academic innovation center and
15,000 square feet of retail space (Signet, n.d., 2019). The retail space will include a brewery,
pizzeria, and coffee shop as well as 10,000 square feet for additional retailers (Geegan, 2020;
Kennedy, 2020). The 8,000 square feet innovation center is expected to accommodate a 100-seat
e-sports theater (Geegan, 2020; Kennedy, 2020). The innovation center will also include creative
and academic space for the university’s e-sports program (Geegan, 2020; Stunson, 2019). The
additional floors will accommodate 900 new parking spaces and will connect to an existing
university parking structure (Geegan, 2020; Signet, n.d.; TimHaahs, n.d.). The first phase of the
mixed-use facility, the parking garage, opened in fall 2020; the final phase, including dining and
retail spaces, is expected to be completed in early 2021. (Signet, n.d.; UK, n.d. b, 2019).
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The total project is expected to cost $26 million (Signet, n.d.). Signet Real Estate Group
(Signet) served as the developer for the project and secured financing through tax-exempt bonds
(Signet, n.d.). The Kentucky Bond Development Corporation issued the tax-exempt bonds
(Martindill, 2019). Developed in 2014 by the Kentucky League of Cities, the Kentucky Bond
Development Corporation is a nonprofit corporation formed “to provide conduit financing
primarily for nonprofit corporations” (Ross, Sinclaire, & Associates, n.d.). The university did not
experience financial exposure. The project will be repaid through parking and retail revenue
(user fees) (Blackford, 2019). The university will operate and manage the additional parking and
innovation center, while Signet will operate and maintain the retail and dining spaces (Geegan,
2020; Kennedy, 2020; Signet, n.d.) UK entered into a 30-year land lease with Signet (Blackford,
2019). After the 30-year period the facility will revert back to UK ownership (Blackford, 2019;
Martindill, 2019).
Delayed Case
University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst Development
The University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley), near the city of San Francisco, turned to a
DBFOM social infrastructure P3 to finance and deliver an academic building and faculty housing
facility. The proposed Upper Hearst Development is briefly outlined in Table 24.
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Table 24: Descriptive Coding for University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst Development
Descriptive Coding for University of California, Berkeley:
Upper Hearst Development
Case status:
The project is on hold until the lawsuits with the City of
Berkeley and Save Berkeley’s Neighborhoods are resolved.
Brief case description:
The Upper Hearst Development is a proposed project to
develop a faculty and staff housing facility, a new parking
structure, and a new academic building with classrooms and
faculty offices.
Dimensions
Public Purpose:
Mixed-use facilities.
Land Ownership:
Public university.
Facility Ownership:
Third-party, nonprofit financing partner.
P3 Type:
DBFOM.
Entity Securing Financing:
Third-party, nonprofit financing partner.
Financing Provider:
Financing provider to be determined after lawsuits resolved.
Financing Structure:
Tax-exempt bond debt.
Funding:
Availability payments and user fees.
Revenue Sharing:
Not required.
UC Berkeley selected American Campus Communities (ACC) as its private partner. ACC
designed the proposed project which includes two buildings and a new parking structure to be
built concurrently over a period of 23 months (UC Berkeley, 2018a; UC Regents, 2019a). The
six-story housing facility is expected to be 220,000 square feet and will consist of nearly 150
residential units (UC Berkeley, 2018b; UC Regents, 2019a, 2019b). It will be built over a new
subterranean parking structure (Bhargava, 2018; Christ, n.d.; UC Berkeley, 2018b; UC Regents,
2019a). The academic building will be four stories and approximately 32,000 square feet and
will include faculty offices, classrooms, an atrium, and event space (Bhargava, 2018).
The total cost of the proposed combined project is estimated to cost $126 million, with
the academic building cost expected to be between $30 and $35 million (Johnson-Hanks, 2019;
Schwartz, 2019). In partnership with ACC, Collegiate Housing Foundation proposed to secure
financing for the project through tax-exempt bonds and would retain ownership of the facilities
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during a 31-year land lease (Christ, n.d.). It is unknown what entity will issue the tax-exempt
bonds. Additionally, it is unknown if Collegiate Housing Foundation would develop an SPV for
the project. Collegiate Housing Foundation has developed SPVs for other public university P3s,
such as the University of Illinois, Chicago’s Academic and Residential Complex (see pages 4950). UC Berkeley will not incur financial risk for the Upper Hearst Development (Christ, n.d.).
UC Berkeley outlined that the housing facility’s rental revenues (user fees) would be
used to repay the housing project (Christ, n.d.). Financing for the academic building was
expected to include an initial $10 million equity investment raised through university
philanthropic efforts (Christ, n.d.). Availability payments would then be utilized to compensate
the private partner (Christ, n.d.). Ownership of both facilities would revert to UC Berkeley after
the land lease expires.
The City of Berkeley is currently suing UC Berkeley. The lawsuit claims the university’s
increased student enrollment has created additional burden on the city’s services, including
emergency service response times (City of Berkeley, 2019; UC Berkeley, 2019). An additional
lawsuit has been filed against the university by a Berkeley neighborhood group, Save Berkeley’s
Neighborhoods, which contends that UC Berkeley has not properly conducted an environmental
impact review of the increased enrollment of students and its impact on the surrounding Berkeley
neighborhoods (Dinkelspiel, 2020). Construction on the Upper Hearst Development is on hold
indefinitely until the lawsuit is resolved or a settlement is reached (Orenstein, 2019; ACC, 2019).
Chapter Summary
This study’s literature review demonstrated that the available academic sources exploring public
university use of social infrastructure P3s focused primarily on student housing development.
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Such a singular focus could potentially mislead government and university officials and others to
believe that public universities are only utilizing social infrastructure P3s to meet their student
housing needs. Alternatively, the popular media sources suggested a more expanded use of social
infrastructure P3s by public universities, including campus expansions, dining facilities, and
parking structures. Table 25 provides a summary of this study’s cases. These cases align with the
popular media assertations that public universities are turning to social infrastructure P3s for
more than traditional student housing facilities.
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Table 25: Summary of Case Dimensions

Case Study

University
of
California,
Berkeley:
David
Blackwell
Hall
Mixed-Use
Student
Housing
University
System of
Georgia:
Student
Housing
Initiative
Arizona
State
University:
Vista del
Sol MixedUse
Student
Housing

Public
Purpose

Summary of Case Dimensions
Entity
Land
Facility
Financing
P3 Type Securing
Ownership Ownership
Provider
Financing
Completed Cases

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.
Student
housing
facilities
only.

Public
university.

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Private
partner.

Private
partner.

Public
university.

Financing
Structure

Funding

Revenue
Sharing

Private
DBFOM. partner.

Private
partner.

Private
partner
equity.

Private
DBFOM. partner.

Private
partner and
global
investment
bank.

Private
partner
equity and
taxable
bond debt. User fees.

Required.

Private
partner.

Private
partner
equity.

Required.

Private
DBFOM. partner.
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User fees.

User fees.

Not
required.

Case Study
Arizona
State
University:
Barrett
Honors
College
University
of Kansas:
Central
District
Campus
Expansion
University
of
Wisconsin,
Eau
Claire: The
Pablo
Center
Theater
Expansion

Public
Purpose

Land
Facility
Ownership Ownership

Entity
Securing
Financing

P3 Type

Financing
Provider

Financing
Structure

Private
partner
equity.

Funding

Revenue
Sharing

User fees.

Required.

Campus
Public
expansion. university.

Public
university.

Private
DBFOM. partner.

Private
partner.

Campus
Public
expansion. university.

Special
purpose
vehicle.

Special
purpose
DBFOM. vehicle.

State
economic
Taxdevelopment exempt
Availability
authority.
bond debt. payments
N/A

Unique
facilities.

Public
university.

Nonprofit,
public
partner.

City,
county, and
state
governments
Public
and private
university. donors.

DB.
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City,
county,
and state
funds and
private
donations.

N/A

Required.

Case Study
Washington
State
University, TriCities: Ste.
Michelle Wine
Estates Wine
Science Center
University of
Illinois,
Chicago:
Academic and
Residential
Complex
University of
Maryland:
South Campus
Commons
University of
Kentucky: Oncampus
Housing
Transformation
University of
Kentucky: The
90 Dining
Facilities

Public
Purpose

Unique
facilities.

Land
Ownership

Public
university.

Facility
Ownership

P3 Type

Entity
Securing
Financing

Public
university.

DB.

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Special
purpose
vehicle.

Special
purpose
DBFOM. vehicle.

Student
housing
facilities
only.

State
economic
development
authority.
DBFOM.

Public
university.

Public
university.

State
economic
development
authority.

Financing
Provider

Financing
Structure

State
government,
federal
grant, and
private
donors.

State
funds,
federal
grant, and
private
donations.

State
economic
Taxdevelopment exempt
authority.
bond debt.

Funding

N/A

Revenue
Sharing

N/A

Availability
payments
Not
and user
fees.
required.

State
economic
Taxdevelopment exempt
authority.
bond debt. User fees.

Not
required.

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Private
partner.

Private
DBFOM. partner.

Private
partner.

Private
partner
equity.

User fees.

Required.

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Public
university.

Private
DBFOM. partner.

Private
partner.

Private
partner
equity.

User fees.

Not
required.
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Case Study
University of
Massachusetts,
Boston: New
Residence and
Dining Hall
University of
Connecticut:
Innovation
Partnership
Building
George Mason
University:
Long & Kimmy
Nguyen
Engineering
Building

University of
California,
Merced:
Merced 2020

Public
Purpose

Entity
Securing
Financing

Facility
Ownership

P3 Type

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Special
purpose
vehicle and
public
university.

Special
purpose
vehicle and
public
DBFOM. university.

Academic
and
research
facilities.

Public
university.

DB.

Academic
and
research
facilities.

Land
Ownership

Public
university.

Public
university.

Campus
Public
expansion. university.

Public
university.

Public
university.

DB.

Public
university.

Lead
developer
and public
DBFOM. university.
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Public
university.

Financing
Provider

Financing
Structure

Funding

Revenue
Sharing

State
economic
Taxdevelopment exempt
authority.
bond debt. User fees.

Required.

State of
State
Connecticut. funds.

N/A

State of
Virginia and
private
donors.
Lead
developer,
state of
California,
University
of California
System, and
public
university.

N/A

State
funds and
private
donations. N/A
N/A
Lead
developer
equity and
state, state
university
system,
and public
university Availability
funds.
payments.
N/A

Case Study

Public
Purpose

Land
Ownership

Facility
Ownership

P3 Type

Entity
Securing
Financing

Financing
Provider

Financing
Structure

Funding

Revenue
Sharing

User fees.

Required.

In-Progress Cases
University of
Texas: The
Moody Center
University of
Illinois,
UrbanaChampaign:
Campus
Instructional
Facility
University of
Illinois,
UrbanaChampaign:
Feed
Technology
Center
University of
Kentucky: The
Cornerstone
Parking
Structure and
Mixed-Use
Facilities

Unique
facilities.

Academic
and
research
facilities.

Unique
facilities.

Public
university.

Public
university.

Public
university.

Special
purpose
vehicle.

Public
university.

Special
purpose
vehicle.

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Private
partner.

Private
DBFOM. partner.

Private
partner.

Private
partner
equity.

DBF.

Special
purpose
vehicle.

State
economic
Taxdevelopment exempt
Availability
authority.
bond debt. payments.
N/A

DBF.

Special
purpose
vehicle.

State
Taxeconomic
development exempt
Availability
authority.
bond debt. payments.
N/A

Private
DBFOM. partner.
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State
economic
Taxdevelopment exempt
authority.
bond debt. User fees.

Required.

Case Study

Public
Purpose

Land
Ownership

Facility
Ownership

P3 Type

Entity
Securing
Financing

Delayed Case
University of
California,
Berkeley:
Upper Hearst
Development

Mixed-use Public
facilities.
university.

Third-party,
nonprofit
financing
partner.

Third-party,
nonprofit
financing
DBFOM. partner.
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Financing
Provider

Financing
provider to
be
determined
after
lawsuits
resolved.

Financing
Structure

Funding

Revenue
Sharing

Availability
Taxpayments
exempt
and user
Not
bond debt. fees.
required.

As table 25 demonstrates, the above cases provided greater insight into public
universities’ use of social infrastructure P3s for facility development. Chapter 5 provides an
analysis of the cases, highlights case similarities, and examines unique case outliers. Such
analysis aims to bridge the gap between the academic and popular media sources and provide a
more robust understanding into the use of social infrastructure P3s by public universities.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CASE ANALYSIS
AND DISCUSSION
This chapter provides a comparative analysis of the study’s 20 social infrastructure publicprivate partnership (P3) cases. This was an exploratory, descriptive study; as such, the analysis
of these cases does not provide a broad generalization about the use and financing for all public
university social infrastructure public-private partnership (P3s) projects. Rather, the following
analysis is specific to the cases explored in this study. Case similarities and unique outliers are
discussed.
The intention of this study was to provide a more thorough understanding of how social
infrastructure P3s are used by public universities. This chapter expands the knowledge base
concerning the public university facility needs met through social infrastructure P3s, the types of
social infrastructure P3s utilized, and the role played by private financing in public university
social infrastructure P3s. While the features and characteristics of the social infrastructure P3s in
this study varied, there are important similarities and differences among these cases.
This chapter is divided into sections based on different dimensions of social infrastructure
P3s pertinent to the study’s research questions. The sections include public purpose, land
ownership, facility ownership, P3 type, entity securing financing, financing provider, financing
structure, funding, and revenue sharing. A detailed list of each dimension and the coding for each
case is included in Appendix E. These dimensions were previously introduced in Chapter 3 and
Table 2 (pp. 30-32) provided a brief description of the dimensions. Each dimension is further
explored in the following sections. These dimensions were examined to compare similarities and
divergences among the cases.
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Public Purpose
Popular media sources have reported on public university use of social infrastructure P3s for
facility needs beyond student housing. Yet, the currently available academic literature does not
align with the popular media sources. The academic literature instead focused on public
university use of social infrastructure P3s to address traditional student housing needs. When
assessing the public university facility needs that were explored in this study, the researcher
coded the public purposes into one of five categories: academic and research facilities, campus
expansions, mixed-use facilities, student housing facilities only, and unique facilities. Table 26,
below, demonstrates that public universities are turning to social infrastructure P3s for facility
needs that expand beyond student housing.
Table 26: Public Purpose Case Comparison
Public Purpose Case Comparison
Public Purpose:
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
Student Housing Facilities Only
n= 2
Academic and Research Facilities
n= 3
Campus Expansions
n= 3
Unique Facilities
n= 4
Mixed-use Facilities
n= 8
The above cases (N= 20) demonstrate that public universities have turned to social
infrastructure public-private partnerships for more than on-campus student housing. The public
universities in this study utilized social infrastructure P3s to meet a variety of facility needs.
Such needs included campus expansions, additional academic facilities which provided more
classrooms and research lab spaces, and unique facility needs such as an arts center, a wine
science center, a multipurpose arena, and an animal feed technology center.
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Student housing was the most frequent facility need developed by a social infrastructure
P3. Student housing was included in three public purpose categories: the mixed-use facilities
category (n= 8), the student housing facilities only category (n= 2), and the campus expansions
category (n= 3). However, of the total twenty cases explored, only two social infrastructure P3
projects were built to strictly accommodate student housing - the University System of Georgia
Student Housing Initiative and the University of Maryland’s South Campus Commons. Within
the study, even when a housing facility need was met, those cases often included other facility
needs, such as additional classrooms, study space, or dining facilities. When examining the
social infrastructure projects, it appears public universities are expanding their use of social
infrastructure P3s beyond student housing and meeting several needs under single P3 contracts.
The most recurring public purpose category explored in this study was mixed-use
facilities (n= 8). The code mixed-use facilities captured projects that included multiple
components, such as a student housing facility with expanded uses, sometimes including one or
all of the following: dining facilities, leased retail space, and classrooms or study areas.
For example, David Blackwell Hall at the University of California, Berkeley included
dedicated space for a university-affiliated, nonprofit organization (College Planning &
Management, 2019; Solomon Cordwell Buenz, n.d.; UC Berkeley, 2016). The New Residence
and Dining Hall at the University of Massachusetts, Boston included academic administration
offices located on the first floor of the housing facility (Sowers, 2019). The University of
Kentucky’s On-campus Housing Transformation project included student housing as well as the
addition of more than 200 new academic spaces, including classrooms, learning centers, and
study space (UK Facilities Management, n.d.).
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When examining the mixed-use facilities cases, it appears public universities are moving
away from traditional student housing models that only address housing needs. Instead, the
public universities in this study utilized social infrastructure P3s to meet not just their housing
needs, but also other facility needs.
In three cases, public universities selected a social infrastructure P3 to expand their
academic and research facilities. The code academic and research facilities applied in all cases in
which the facilities were developed for the sole purpose of providing classrooms and lecture
halls, dry and wet research labs, and additional study space. These social infrastructure P3
projects were often developed to support academic missions that highlighted research
partnerships.
The University of Connecticut turned to a social infrastructure P3 to develop the
Innovation Partnership Building, the first facility constructed in the university’s technology park
(Breen, 2012, 2014; UConn, 2017). The new facility provided research space both for the
university and its industry partners who utilized similar research labs and equipment (UConn,
2017, 2019). The university relied on private donations from its industry partners for the
facility’s research equipment. The Long and Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building at George
Mason University mainly provided university classrooms and research labs. However, an
additional 20,000 square feet was developed for the university to lease the space to its research
partners to promote collaboration between the university and private industry (Clark, 2020;
Edgemoor, n.d. a, 2009). The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign selected a social
infrastructure P3 to develop a campus instructional facility. The project will provide more
classrooms to expand the number of classes offered on the campus at one time.
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As there were only three cases that specifically developed academic and research
facilities, it can be determined that academic and research facilities are not the main public
university facility need met through social infrastructure P3s. Instead, it appears the public
universities under study turned to social infrastructure P3s when they were looking to address
multiple facility needs or when there was a unique public purpose.
To meet the demand of a growing student body, three public universities in the study
selected social infrastructure P3s for campus expansions (n= 3). The code campus expansion
referred to projects that included the development of multiple facilities which largely increased
the public university campus’ physical footprint.
Two of these campus expansions were massive undertakings. The University of Kansas
Central District totaled more than 55 acres and the Merced 2020 project doubled the University
of California, Merced’s physical footprint (KU- Central District, n.d. a; UC Merced, 2016).
Arizona State University turned to a social infrastructure P3 to develop an 8.25-acre honors
college on its Tempe campus (Davenport, 2008). All three campus expansions included student
housing and academic and research facilities.
Other needs were also met within these expansion projects. For example, the University
of Kansas Central District Campus Expansion included a new student union, dining facility, and
parking structure, as well as a new utility plant to support the expansion (Edgemoor, n.d. b,
2016; KU- Central District, n.d. a). Merced 2020 included art studios, a conference center, a
wellness facility, and dining (UC Merced, 2020d). ASU’s seven-building honors college project
included a dining facility, classrooms, faculty offices, an academic administration suite, and
retail space (Davenport, 2008). These campus expansion projects highlight public universities’
expanded use of social infrastructure P3s. Rather than utilizing a social infrastructure P3 for a
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single facility need, ASU, KU and UC Merced selected a single social infrastructure P3 contract
to meet several facility needs.
The study cases also demonstrated that public universities are turning to social
infrastructure P3s to meet their unique facility needs (n= 4). The code unique facilities included
facilities that accommodated campus facility needs beyond student housing and academic and
research facilities. For example, the University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (UWEC) utilized a
social infrastructure P3 to replace two aging theaters, one on campus and one in downtown Eau
Claire. The UWEC Pablo Center transformed the university’s downtown presence and included
three performing arts theaters as well as visual art galleries, a dance studio, and recording studio
(UWEC, 2020). The project also included classrooms to accommodate the performing arts and
theater programs and faculty offices (UWEC, 2020). The University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign selected a social infrastructure P3 to develop a new “state of the art” animal feed
technology center to replace the university’s nearly 100-year old feed mill (UI ACES, 2019).
Washington State University, Tri-Cities (WSU) selected a social infrastructure P3 to
develop the university’s first wine science center. The center included a two-acre vineyard, a
research and teaching winery, classrooms, faculty offices, research labs, and conference rooms
(Board of Regents- WSU, 2013). Given the center was an uncommon university facility need,
WSU administration turned to a private partner for design and construction expertise (Roush &
Hall, 2016).
The University of Texas (UT) chose a social infrastructure P3 to develop a new
multipurpose arena to replace its former basketball facility. The university selected a private
partner with extensive experience in sports facility development and management (Davis, 2018;
Haurwitz, 2018). The private partner, ArenaCo, also manages entertainment and concert
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organizing (de Leon et al., 2018; Haurwitz, 2018). This social infrastructure P3 benefitted the
university as the private partner had specific experience developing the university’s unique
facility need and operating and maintaining the facility as an entertainment venue, such functions
that do not often fall under the purview of university management.
These unique cases represent social infrastructure P3s that were utilized to replace aging
facilities, develop facilities uncommon on university campuses, and provide the skills and
expertise of a development partner. Such cases highlight public university use of social
infrastructure P3s when the facility need is often outside the scope of traditional public university
facility development. These unusual social infrastructure P3 cases underscore the importance of
social infrastructure P3 private partners and the design and construction expertise they bring to a
partnership.
The study cases confirmed the popular media findings. Public universities are utilizing
social infrastructure P3s for more than traditional student housing developments. While student
housing continued to be the most commonly met facility need, the public universities within this
study demonstrated that additional needs are now also being included in social infrastructure P3
contracts. Public university social infrastructure P3s appear to be evolving and developing
facility needs beyond student housing.
Land Ownership
The dimension, land ownership, referred to the entity that owned or controlled the land on which
the social infrastructure P3 was developed. In their study of four states with specific stateenabling P3 legislation, Levey, Connors, and Martin (2020) found California preferred social
infrastructure P3s that were “off-campus land, not owned by a public university” (p. 7). The
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authors found Florida and Georgia favored the opposite, preferring social infrastructure P3s on
“land owned or under the control of the state or a public university” (Levey et al., 2020, p. 7). In
their findings, Virginia was silent on the issue (Levey et al., 2020). All of the social
infrastructure P3s in this study (N= 20), including those in California and Virginia, took place on
land owned or under the control of a public university or the state’s public university system.
Further exploring related characteristics of the land ownership dimension revealed that
nearly all of the cases were built on-campus on public university owned or controlled land. Only
one case was built off-campus. The Pablo Center at the University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire was
built in downtown Eau Claire as a partnership with the city and the county to replace two aging
theaters, one that was previously located on the university’s campus and the other, a community
theater (Board of Regents- UWS, 2012; UWEC, 2020). By developing The Pablo Center on
university-owned land in downtown Eau Claire, the university successfully created a partnership
with public partners, the city and county governments. This partnership benefitted the local
governments through the revitalization of the downtown area and benefitted the university as it
received financial support from the city and county to finance the project.
All other cases in the study were developed on-campus, on university owned land. Some
of the projects were developed on-campus, but on land further away from the larger, main
campus facilities. The Ste. Michelle Wine Science Center was developed on more than two acres
of public university land that was donated to Washington State University, Tri-Cities for the
explicit purpose of the project (Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall, 2016). The University of Connecticut
Innovation Partnership Building was developed as the first facility in the university’s technology
park that is situated just north of the university’s campus (Breen, 2012, 2014; UConn, 2017).
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Arizona State University’s Barrett Honors College was developed on 8.25 acres of the Tempe
campus (Jaiswal, 2009). The project was specifically built away from the bustle of the main
campus so as the create a “small, liberal arts college environment” for the honors students
(Jaiswal, 2009).
While all of the cases were developed on public university owned or controlled land,
more than half of the cases (n=11) involved the land under the social infrastructure P3 project
being leased for the duration of the partnership. Land leases, or ground leases, are exactly that;
the land under the P3 project is leased or under the control of another entity, such as the private
partner or the third-party, nonprofit financial partner, for the duration of the partnership. While
the public purpose for the cases in which the land was leased varied considerably, there was
consistency among the P3 types. All of the cases involving land being leased also included a
private financing component. Nine of the project types were DBFOM and the other two were
DBFs. Conversely, public university land was not leased in any of the design-build cases. This
finding aligns with the NIGP taxonomy for DB P3 types. The private partner involvement in the
DB cases was minimal. Instead, the public university in those cases secured financing from a
source external to the public university and the social infrastructure P3 project. In these cases,
the public university operated and maintained the facilities after project development. As such,
leasing the land under the projects was not necessary.
The dimension for land ownership was consistent among the public university social
infrastructure P3 projects in this study. All cases were built on land owned or under the control
of a public university or state university system (N= 20). Additionally, nearly all cases were built
on the public university campuses (n= 19). While the public university owned or controlled the
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land in all of the cases prior to beginning the projects, more than half (n= 11) included a land
lease. This suggests the public university would not own or control the land under the facilities
for the duration of the partnership in those cases. All of the cases that included a land lease
agreement also included reliance upon private financing. The next section will explore if this
land ownership and private financing connection indicated facility ownership.
Facility Ownership
The dimension, facility ownership, referred to the entity that would own the facility after it was
built. Facility ownership typically lasted for the duration of the partnership contract and then
ownership would revert back to the public university. Table 27 provides a summary outlining the
different entities who would own the social infrastructure P3 projects after they were developed.
The term entity is used, rather than partner, as facility ownership was not strictly limited to the
public university or private partner. The public university or private partner owned the facility in
some cases; in others, a third-party, nonprofit financing partner, an affiliated SPV, or the state
economic development authority financing the project retained facility ownership for the
duration of the partnership.
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Table 27: Facility Ownership Case Comparison
Facility Ownership Case Comparison
Which partner owns facility for the duration
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
of partnership?
Public University
n= 8
Private Partner
n= 4
Special Purpose Vehicle
n= 4
Special Purpose Vehicle and Public University
n= 1
State Economic Development Authority
n= 1
Third-party, Nonprofit Financing Partner
n= 1
Nonprofit, Public Partner
n= 1
The public universities retained facility ownership in eight cases (n= 8). The public
purpose for these cases varied considerably, including two academic and research facilities, two
campus expansions, two mixed-use facilities, and two unique facilities. Among these cases, three
were design-build projects, in which the public university sought financing for the projects from
external sources, such as the university’s wine industry partners in the case of Washington State
University Tri-Cities, state support in the case of the University of Connecticut’s Innovation
Partnership Building, or private donors in George Mason’s Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering
Building case. Among the other five cases in which the public university owned the facility,
most projects were financed by private partner equity. In those cases, the private partner deferred
facility ownership to the public university, while retaining revenue generated through user fees
for project expenses.
The private partners maintained facility ownership in four cases (n= 4), and three of these
cases were financed through private partner equity. These cases were mixed-use facilities. The
other case was financed through private partner equity and taxable bond debt. This case, the
University System of Georgia’s Student Housing Initiative was student housing only. Of these
four cases, all were DBFOMs and were to be repaid through user fees.
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The special purpose vehicles, specifically developed to secure financing for project
development, were also identified as owning the facility for the duration of the partnership in
four cases (n= 4). These cases varied in public purpose, including an academic and research
facility, a campus expansion, a mixed-use facility, and a unique facility. Two of the projects
were DBFOMs, while the other two were DBFs. In three of these cases, the SPV was specifically
created by the third-party, nonprofit financing partner. In the other case, the public university
developed the SPV that secured the initial financing. All of these cases were financed by state
economic development authorities.
The remaining cases were one-offs with unique approaches to facility ownership. The
University of Massachusetts, Boston (UMass Boston), partnered with Provident Resources
Group as the third-party, nonprofit financing partner for the university’s New Residence and
Dining Hall. Provident Resources Group developed SPV, Provident Commonwealth Educational
Resources (PCER), to secure financing for the housing portion of the project. PCER will own,
operate, and maintain the student housing facility for the 40-year partnership. The University of
Massachusetts, Boston secured financing for the dining hall portion of the social infrastructure
P3 project. As such, UMass Boston separately owns, operates, and maintains that facility. This
case is unique as it was the only case in the study in which an SPV owned one facility developed
in the partnership and the public university owned the other. Even in another case, in which both
partners jointly financed the project (Merced 2020), only one partner (the public university)
retained ownership of the facility.
Another case with a unique approach to facility ownership was the University of
Wisconsin, Eau Claire’s Pablo Center. This project was built off campus for the benefit of the
university as well as the city and county. The city and county of Eau Claire, as well as the state,
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and local Eau Claire private donors provided financing for the project (Eau Claire County, 2014;
Poquette, 2018; UWEC Foundation, 2020b). The facility was built on land owned on behalf of
the university, by the university’s foundation (UWEC Foundation, 2020a). However, the public
university did not retain facility ownership. Instead, the facility is owned by a nonprofit, public
partner, which includes representatives for the city and county as well as the university (UWEC
Foundation, 2020a). This case is unique as it was the only case in the study in which the
university’s public partner owned the facility.
As mentioned in the previous section, eleven cases included a land lease agreement. All
of those cases included a private financing component. These agreements provided the entity
securing the financing temporary control of the land under the social infrastructure P3 facility.
When comparing those eleven cases with the facility ownership dimension, it was revealed that
there is convergence between the two dimensions.
Of the eleven cases with a land lease agreement, the social infrastructure P3 facility was
owned by an entity other than the public university in nine cases. This finding revealed that
facility ownership is often coupled with land ownership or control of the land under the facility
for the duration of the partnership. Further review revealed additional convergences. Every case
that received upfront financing in the form of tax-exempt bonds (n= 8) included a land lease
agreement with the partner securing the financing. This suggests the partner securing financing
maintained control of the land and ownership of the facility until the project expenses were fully
repaid. These findings support the need for further exploration into private financing in public
university social infrastructure P3s and the role and responsibilities of the entity securing the
private financing.
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P3 Type
Academic studies and popular media sources have minimally explored the types of social
infrastructure P3s that public universities utilize. In an effort to address this knowledge gap, the
NIGP taxonomy was applied to determine what type of social infrastructure P3s the public
universities in this study selected (NIGP, 2016). Per the NIGP taxonomy, within a P3 contract
the functions taken on by the private partner must include design and build (DB) responsibilities,
at minimum (NIGP, 2016). Depending upon the contract, the private partner may take on
financing (F), operating (O), and maintenance (M) functions as additional responsibilities (NIGP,
2016). Table 28 details the types of social infrastructure P3s the public universities within this
study selected.
Table 28: P3 Type Case Comparison
P3 Type:
DBFOM
DB
DBF

P3 Type Case Comparison
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
n= 14
n= 4
n= 2

As indicated in Table 28, most cases explored in this study were DBFOM social infrastructure
P3 projects (n= 14). The public universities turned to their private partners for the design and
construction of the project, as well as the financing and long-term operation and maintenance of
the facility. Martin (2016) asserted private partners provide greater input and participation as
additional components, such as financing, operation, and maintenance, are added to a P3
contract. Several cases in this study aligned with that finding.
The University System of Georgia (USG) turned to private partner, Corvias Campus
Living (Corvias), for the first phase of their system-wide student housing project (Board of
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Regents- USG, 2014). In addition to providing all project development components and longterm operations and building maintenance, Corvias relieved the university system’s balance sheet
of more than $300 million in previous long-term housing debt (Corvias, 2016; Student Housing
Business.com, 2015). The social infrastructure P3 between USG and Corvias provided the
university system a resource to transfer prior housing debt and increase their credit rating for
future facility development (Corvias, 2016). This was a unique approach to a DBFOM and
private financing that did not appear among the other cases.
In many cases, the private partner owned the financial and repayment process from
beginning to end. In the cases of Arizona State University and the University of Maryland, the
private partner, ACC, and the state economic development authority, in the latter case, secured
private financing for project development and then directly managed the retail and housing rental
process (Davenport, 2008; South Campus Commons at College Park, 2018). The universities
were not directly involved with the project repayment process as the project costs were directly
repaid as user fees (Davenport, 2008; South Campus Commons at College Park, 2018).
In other cases, the private partner took on expanded responsibilities that fell under the
operations role. Aramark Enterprise Services (Aramark) privately financed the development of
the new dining facility, The 90, on the University of Kentucky campus. Aramark will manage the
dining operations, including dining vendor selection and negotiations, throughout the duration of
the partnership (Blackford, 2014). Such an arrangement with an expert with extensive dining
management experience relieved the University of Kentucky from facility development costs as
well as the responsibilities of coordinating and securing student dining services (Blackford,
2014).
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The University of Texas selected a DBFOM with a private partner with expert experience
in facility development and management, specifically within the realm of sporting arena
development and facility management (Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018; Oak View Group, n.d.).
Additionally, the private partner, ArenaCo, provided concert scheduling and entertainment
management. ArenaCo relieved the university of large entertainment event coordination
responsibilities that would be necessary to repay the project costs (de Leon et al., 2018;
Haurwitz, 2018).
As previously discussed, public universities in this study appeared to turn to a private
partner with expertise that was not available among the universities’ own personnel and
resources. Through these DBFOM projects, the universities delegated some project aspects to the
private partners who were better suited to manage them, such as University of Kentucky
deferring to Aramark for dining services or University of Texas turning to a prominent event
management partner to oversee operation of the university’s new multipurpose arena.
In other cases, the public university did not need the private partner’s operational or
management skills, rather access to private financing was needed. In these two cases, the public
university selected a more basic P3 type with a private finance component, DBF (n= 2). The
cases, both at the University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, included the development of an
academic and research facility and an animal feed technology center. Neither project required the
private partner to assume operations nor maintenance responsibilities because both facilities
would be managed by the public university. The private finance component, secured by a thirdparty, nonprofit financing partner through a SPV, allowed the university to complete the projects
in far shorter time than if public financing was utilized. This was especially true in the case of
the animal feed technology center as the university will rely on private industry donations and
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philanthropic efforts to repay the majority of the project costs (UI ACES, 2019; Quinn, 2019,
2020a). The university planned for the feed center for more than 20 years; however, without
private financing the university would have had to further delay the project development until all
financing was secured from private donors (Quinn, 2018).
Under the NIGP taxonomy, design-build components are the minimum responsibilities a
private partner can assume in a P3 (NIGP, 2016). Four public universities within the study
selected a DB P3 type (n= 4). These cases included the development of an arts center, a wine
science center, and two academic and research facilities. In all four cases, financing was
provided by external sources, such as local and state governments, a federal grant, and private
donations.
Among these DB cases, the private partner involvement in each case was limited. The
public universities, in these cases, secured financing and determined project specifics. The public
universities chose a P3 type most similar to the traditional design, bid, build procurement
methods utilized by public entities (Martin, 2016).
When examining the study’s few DB cases in comparison to the other P3 types studied,
public universities appear to be moving toward P3 types that include a private finance
component. All cases in which the public university did not secure financing from an external
source included a project type with a private financing component (n= 16). Such findings align
with the results of the P3 EDU and Chronicle of Higher Education joint survey of university
administrators at the 2019 P3 EDU conference (P3 EDU, 2019a). The survey respondents
identified the availability of private sector investment capital as a top reason for public university
interest in partnering with private companies (P3 EDU, 2019a). This finding, as well as those
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revealed in the previous sections, supports the need for further exploration into the role of private
financing in public university social infrastructure P3 projects.
Financing
The role of private financing in public university social infrastructure P3s has only been
minimally explored in the academic literature. Popular media sources point to social
infrastructure P3s as a possible alternative to diminishing state support for public university
facility development. Recently surveyed public university administrators identified access to
private financing as a motivation for engaging in social infrastructure P3s (P3 EDU, 2019a).
Within public-private partnerships, the financing role includes securing or providing the
initial financing for the project (Martin, 2016). Private financing can be provided as debt, equity,
or a combination of the two. Debt financing in the cases studied was provided as both taxexempt and taxable bond debt. Financing issued through state economic development authorities
was provided in the form of tax-exempt bonds. Financing provided by a state economic
development authority is not the same as state support. Instead, financing issued through state
economic development authorities is not guaranteed and is required to be repaid. Equity in these
cases was provided as private partner equity. The following sections will explore the role of
private financing among the cases studied.
Entity Securing Financing
The first step in exploring the role of private financing was to identify which entity secured
financing for the project. This was examined through the dimension, entity securing financing.
As will be explored further in the section, it is important to note this dimension was not limited
to strictly the private partner or public university. In some cases, a third-party, nonprofit
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financing partner, or its affiliated SPV, assumed the responsibility of seeking financing for the
project. It is also important to note, ‘securing financing’ does not indicate that the entity provided
the project’s upfront financing. Rather, this dimension referred to the entity that assumed the
responsibility of providing or obtaining the upfront financing. Table 29 outlines what entity was
responsible for securing financing for the project.
Table 29: Entity Securing Financing Case Comparison
Entity Securing Financing Case Comparison
Which Partner Secured Financing for the
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
Project?
Private Partner
n= 8
Public University
n= 4
Special Purpose Vehicle
n= 4
Special Purpose Vehicle and Public
n= 1
University
State Economic Development Authority
n= 1
Third-party, Nonprofit Financing Partner
n= 1
Lead developer and Public University
n= 1
The private partner secured the initial financing in eight cases (n= 8). All of these cases
were DBFOMs, which aligns with the NIGP taxonomy. Additionally, all of these cases were to
be repaid through user fees. Five of these cases were mixed-use facilities with a housing
component, while another was strictly student housing. In the two other cases, the private partner
helped secure financing for the honors college expansion at ASU and the basketball and
entertainment venue at the University of Texas.
Financing for four cases was secured by the special purpose vehicles (SPVs) created
solely in support of these projects (n= 4). In three cases, these SPVs were created by the thirdparty, nonprofit financing partner. Collegiate Housing Foundation developed a SPV for the
University of Illinois, Chicago’s Academic and Residential Complex. Provident Resources
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Group developed a SPV to secure financing for the academic and research facility as well as the
feed technology center at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
A third-party, nonprofit financing partner is expected to create another SPV for the
University of California, Berkeley’s delayed Upper Hearst Development which is planned to
include housing and an academic facility. As the project is on hold due to ongoing lawsuits, not
all of the financing specifics have been finalized. Collegiate Housing Foundation (CHF) has been
identified as the third-party, nonprofit financing partner securing financing for the project. CHF
has created a SPV for most of the projects they are involved with, as such, it is expected a SPV
will be created for the Upper Hearst Development as well (Wood & Kuffler-Macdonald, 2020).
In one unique case, the University of Kansas’ Central District Campus Expansion, the
public university created a SPV to secure financing from another state’s economic development
authority (Lowry, 2016; Shepherd, 2016). After being advised that the project would not receive
state funding, the University of Kansas (KU) turned to a social infrastructure P3 (Lowry, 2016).
However, state legislative restrictions would have required legislative approval to borrow from
the Kansas Development Finance Authority, borrowing from another state’s economic
development authority did not require legislative authorization (Lowry, 2016). KU created a
university affiliated nonprofit corporation to secure financing for the campus expansion project
(Lowry, 2016; Shepherd, 2015, 2016). KU Campus Development Corporation, a university
affiliated SPV acting on behalf of the public university, secured financing for the project
(Chenoweth, 2018; Shepherd, 2015, 2016). By retaining ownership of the land and facility
through the SPV, KU operated within the parameters of the state’s property statutes (Chenoweth,
2018; Shepherd, 2015, 2016).
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In two cases, the public university and the private partner or third-party, nonprofit
financing partner worked together to secure financing (n= 2). Overall, these cases offered unique
approaches to financing public university social infrastructure P3 projects. The University of
Massachusetts, Boston partnered with third-party, nonprofit financing partner Provident
Resources Group to develop the university’s new Residence and Dining Hall. Provident
Commonwealth Educational Resources (PCER), the SPV for the project, secured financing for
the student housing facility, while UMass Boston secured financing for the dining facility.
The University of California System (UC System) and UC Merced partnered with the
project’s lead developer Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd. to secure financing for Merced 2020,
currently the largest social infrastructure public-private partnership project to be developed on a
public university campus. Merced 2020 was a massive undertaking, the project costs totaled
more than $1.338 billion (UC Merced, 2020a). Both private partner and public university
actively worked to secure financing. Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd. secured the project’s private
financing component as well as financing from the state of California. The UC system secured
financing from the State of California General Funds (UC Merced, 2016, 2020a). Given the
sheer size and scope of this project, it was imperative that both partners commit to securing
financing for the project's overall success.
In another unique approach, the University of Maryland partnered directly with the
state’s economic development authority. Maryland Economic Development Corporation
(MEDCO) secured financing for the university’s housing project through tax-exempt bonds.
Through this approach, the university was effectively removed from the housing repayment
process. University of Maryland students lease their housing through MEDCO. User fees, paid
directly to MEDCO, are used to repay the project costs (South Campus Commons at College
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Park, 2018). This was the only case in the study in which the public university turned to the state
economic development to secure the project’s upfront financing.
In four cases, the public university secured financing (n= 4). This aligned with the NIGP
taxonomy as these cases were coded as design-build P3 types. Among these, the facilities were
coded as two academic and research facilities and two unique facilities, including an arts center
and a wine science center. In these cases, the public universities secured the initial financing for
the projects from external sources, such as financing from local or state governments, a federal
grant, and private donations. Private financing was not necessary in these cases. This approach
also did not require the public universities to repay project costs.
Among this study’s cases, private financing was provided in sixteen cases. This finding
aligned with the recent P3 EDU and Chronicle of Higher Education survey of university
administrators who identified the availability of private sector investment capital as a top reason
for public university interest in partnering with private companies (P3 EDU, 2019a).
Furthermore, of the sixteen cases which included a private financing component, the
public university was entirely relieved of the responsibility of securing private financing in
fourteen cases. The public university was only partially involved in the remaining two others.
The four cases in which the public university secured financing from an external source did not
include debt financing nor a repayment structure. Essentially, the public universities studied were
minimally involved in the financing process for the projects’ development. This finding
necessitated additional exploration into the role of private financing within public university
social infrastructure P3s.
An additional revelation was the role of third-party, nonprofit financing partner and their
creation of SPVs to secure initial financing for the projects. This approach is not apparent in
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more traditional P3 financing models. In fact, the third-party, nonprofit financing partners’ use of
SPVs diverges from that in traditional P3s. Upon further review, third-party, nonprofit financing
partner involvement is nearly non-existent within the public university social infrastructure P3
literature. As such, the role of third-party, nonprofit financing partners and their contributions to
public university social infrastructure P3 projects will be explored further in the discussion
section.
Financing Provider
The dimension, financing provider, referred to the entity that provided the project’s initial
financing. The previous dimension referred to which partner secured financing for the project.
This dimension explored what entity provided the financing. Upfront financing for the public
university social infrastructure P3 projects was provided by a variety of sources. Table 30
outlines the entities who provided the initial financing for the cases studied.
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Table 30: Financing Provider Case Comparison
Financing Provider Case Comparison
What entity provided financing for the
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
project?
State Economic Development Authority
n= 7
Private Partner
n= 6
Private Partner and Global Investment Bank
n= 1
Lead Developer, State Government, State
n= 1
University System, and Public University
State Government
n= 1
State Government and Private Donors
n= 1
State Government, Federal Grant, and Private n= 1
Donors
City, County, and State Governments and
n= 1
Private Donors
Financing provider to be determined after UC n= 1
Berkeley lawsuits resolved.
Seven cases were initially financed by state economic development authorities. By
definition, state economic development authorities are “agencies, departments, and governmentsupported nonprofits” created by state legislatures for the purpose of promoting economic
growth (Francis, 2016; MassDevelopment, 2020; MEDCO, n.d.; Public Finance Authority,
2020). These organizations “are tasked with supporting existing businesses, encouraging
entrepreneurship, recruiting new businesses, and coordinating the economic development
activities of their local governments” (Francis, 2016). State economic development authorities
are authorized to issue tax-exempt and taxable bonds for projects that promote economic
development (Illinois Finance Authority, 2012; MassDevelopment, 2020; MEDCO, n.d.; Public
Finance Authority, 2020). Some agencies are restricted to only providing financing within the
state, while others have the authority to provide financing to other state and local governments
(MEDCO, n.d.).
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Financing from a state economic development authority is not the same as state funding,
which is allocated by the state legislature. Instead, the financing provided for the projects in
these cases was acquired as tax-exempt bond debt, which required repayment. All of these cases
were DBFOMs or DBFs, which aligns with the NIGP taxonomy as each of these cases utilized
private financing. Among four of these cases, the third-party, nonprofit financing partner
developed an affiliate SPV to borrow the tax-exempt bonds. SPVs are common within P3s as
they are created as limited liability entities to protect the private partner or financing partner’s
assets in case the project fails or is unable to repay its debts (Yescombe, 2007). Uniquely, the
University of Kansas also developed an SPV to secure financing from Wisconsin’s state
economic development authority as the Kansas state legislature restricts Kansas public
universities from borrowing from other states (Lowry, 2016; Shepherd, 2016).
In one case, the SPV for the third-party, nonprofit financing partner and the public
university jointly sought financing from a state economic development authority. In this case
Massachusetts Development Finance Agency, MassDevelopment, provided financing for the
UMass Boston housing and dining project (Ivanovich, 2019; S&P Global Rating’s Credit
Research, 2016; UMass Boston Office of Communications, 2016; UMBA, 2018). The SPV
borrowed financing for the housing project which would be repaid through user fees, while the
public university’s tax-exempt bond debt for the dining portion of the project would be repaid
through dining revenue.
The University of California, Berkeley’s Upper Hearst Development was indefinitely
delayed due to ongoing litigation (Orenstein, 2019; ACC, 2019). Prior to the lawsuits, thirdparty, nonprofit financing partner, Collegiate Housing Foundation, proposed securing private
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financing through tax-exempt bonds (Christ, n.d.; Johnson-Hanks, 2019). It is unclear what
entity will provide the tax-exempt bonds; however, it is expected that Collegiate Housing
Foundation will develop an SPV for the project and secure funds through a state economic
development authority, as this has been the company’s financing approach with several previous
public university social infrastructure P3 projects (Wood & Kuffler-Macdonald, 2020).
In one unique case, the University of Maryland worked directly with the state economic
development authority to secure financing for the university’s student housing facility project.
Maryland Economic Development Corporation (MEDCO) provided the initial financing.
MEDCO also managed the repayment process of the tax-exempt bond debt. University of
Maryland students lease their housing directly through the state economic development
authority.
The private partners, through their company’s own equity, privately financed six cases
(n= 6). The private partners financed four mixed-use facilities, as well as a campus expansion,
and a multipurpose arena. All of these cases were DBFOMs which would be repaid through user
fees, which included student housing fees as well as dining and entertainment revenue.
One unique aspect among the cases that were financed through private partner equity was
the type of private partner financing these cases. Four of the six cases were financed by real
estate investment trusts (REITs), which are private companies whose business purpose is to
develop and manage revenue-generating real estate (Nareit, 2020). American Campus
Communities (ACC) privately financed UC Berkeley’s David Blackwell Hall as well as the
mixed-use student housing facilities and honors college campus expansion at Arizona State
University. University of Kentucky’s On-Campus Housing Transformation project was also
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privately financed by a REIT, Education Realty Trust (EdR/Greystar). Utilizing real estate
investment trusts to privately finance public university facilities is a unique aspect of public
university social infrastructure P3 financing and is further explored in the discussion section.
Two other cases were privately financed through private partner equity. Aramark
Enterprise Services privately financed the University of Kentucky’s new dining and mixed-use
facilities. The sports facility development and management company, ArenaCo, privately
financed and will manage the University of Texas’ new multipurpose arena (Daniel, 2018;
Haurwitz, 2018).
Two cases were jointly financed by the private partner and another entity. In the case of
Merced 2020, the lead developer, Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd. provided private equity to
partially finance the campus expansion (UC Merced, n.d. a., n.d. b, 2016, 2020a; UC Regents,
2016b). UC Merced, the UC system, and the State of California General Funds contributed the
remaining financing for the project (UC Merced, 2016, 2020a). Financing for the University
System of Georgia Student Housing Initiative included private partner equity and taxable bond
debt. This was the only case in the study to utilize a more traditional finance entity.
Four cases did not rely upon private financing (n= 4). The public universities in those
cases received financing from an external source. The entities providing the financing for these
cases varied. The financing entities for these cases included city, county, and state governments,
a federal grant, and private donors.
In one case, the private donors were identified as private industry organizations that
would benefit from the academic and research endeavors made possible by the new facilities.
Such was the case in the financing of the wine science center at WSU Tri-Cities (Pihl, 2015;
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Roush & Hall, 2016). The wine science center was also financed by the Washington State
Legislature and a grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration (Pihl, 2015; Roush
& Hall, 2016). In another case, the private industry donors contributed costly research equipment
to promote additional research and collaborations with the public university. The private
donation of research equipment as well as financing from the State of Connecticut supported the
development of the UConn Innovation Partnership Building (Infante, 2018; Poitras, 2015). In the
case of George Mason University’s Long & Kimmy Nguyen Engineering Building, state
financing and private donations, provided by prominent university alumni, financed the new
academic and research facilities (Edgemoor, n.d. a, 2007). Several sources, including the city of
Eau Claire, Eau Claire County, the State of Wisconsin, and private donations from local
businesses, financed the University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire’s new arts center (Eau Claire
County, 2014; Poquette, 2018; UWEC Foundation, 2020b).
Few cases were financed through state financial support. Moreover, in eight cases in
which financing was provided by a state entity, such as a state economic development authority
(n= 7) or the case of UC Merced which secured a portion of its financing from the State of
California’s General Funds, that financing required repayment. Additionally, in those cases, the
financing for the projects was not allocated strictly for the public universities, rather their private
partners and third-party, nonprofit financing partners had to apply to receive tax-exempt bond
debt. This finding aligns with the popular media literature and public university claims regarding
diminishing state support. Only one public university, UConn, relied fully on the state to finance
its facility needs. Although, even in this case, the public university relied on external sources to
provide research equipment to build out the facility and make it operational. Coupled with the
finding that the majority of the cases in this study utilized private financing, these findings
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further emphasize public university use of social infrastructure P3s as an alternative financing
source for public university facility development.
Financing Structure
The dimension, financing structure, referred to the way in which the initial financing was
provided. There were two main approaches to financing the initial project costs, tax-exempt bond
debt and private partner equity. The remaining approaches that relied on private financing were
one-offs. These cases utilized private partner equity and the financial resources of another entity.
Four cases did not include a private finance component. Table 31 details how initial financing for
the projects was provided in the cases studied.
Table 31: Financing Structure Case Comparison
Financing Structure Case Comparison
In what way was the financing provided?
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
Tax-exempt Bond Debt
n= 8
Private Partner Equity
n= 6
Private Partner Equity and Taxable Bond
n= 1
Debt
Lead Developer Equity and State, State
n= 1
University System, and Public University
Funds
State Funds
n= 1
State Funds and Private Donations
n= 1
State Funds, Federal Grant, and Private
n= 1
Donations
City, County, and State Funds and Private
n= 1
Donations
The majority of the cases in this study included a private financing component (n=16).
Private financing was most often provided as tax-exempt bond debt (n= 8) or as private partner
equity (n= 6). All of the cases privately financed by state economic development authorities
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received financing as tax-exempt bond debt (n= 8). Borrowing costs, or interest rates, for taxexempt bonds are typically lower because the bond holder does not have to pay federal taxes for
the interest earned on the bond (Tsilas & Brashares, 2016). Borrowers benefit when utilizing taxexempt bonds as the reduced interest rate means they will ultimately repay less on the money
borrowed.
Six cases were financed through private partner equity (n= 6). ACC fully financed three
cases in the study with the company’s own equity through its American Campus Equity (ACE)
program (ACC, n.d. a, n.d. b, 2008, 2018; ASU, n.d.; Davenport, 2008). EdR fully financed the
University of Kentucky’s On-campus Housing Transformation through its own private equity
program (EdR, 2017; Greystar, n.d.). Two projects, UK’s new mixed-use dining facility at The
90 and the UT multipurpose arena, were also fully financed through private partner equity.
Corvias Campus Living (Corvias), the private partner in the University System of
Georgia Student Housing Initiative case, contributed the company’s own equity to the project.
Corvias also incurred more than $535 million in bond debt provided by global investment bank
Goldman Sachs (Corvias, 2016; Goldman Sachs, 2020). The interest paid on taxable bonds is
federally taxed, which means the holder is likely to pass the additional cost on to the borrower by
way of increased interest rates (Tsilas & Brashares, 2016). This was the only case to incur
taxable bond debt.
Lead developer, Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd., provided company equity for the Merced
2020 project. The private partner also secured additional financing through the State of
California General Funds. In addition to the private partner equity and the funds provided by the
State of California, the University of California System and UC Merced also committed funds to
finance the project (UC Merced, n.d. a., n.d. b, 2016, 2020a; UC Regents, 2016b). The Merced
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2020 campus expansion was a massive project, in the scope of size and cost. It required four
financing streams to successfully finance the project.
The four cases that did not include a private finance component relied on financing from
external sources. State financial support was provided, entirely or in part, in these four cases.
One case, UConn’s Innovation Partnership Building, was fully financed by the State of
Connecticut (Breen, 2012; Infante, 2018; UConn, 2019). UConn’s private industry partners
provided more than $60 million for research equipment installed in the academic and research
facility to complete the project’s development (Infante, 2018; Poitras, 2015). In the other cases,
state financing as well as financing from other sources, such as city and county governments and
private donations, were necessary to cover project costs. The Washington State University, TriCities’ Wine Science Center was financed through a U.S. Economic Development
Administration federal grant (Pihl, 2015; Roush & Hall, 2016).
Exploring the financing structure and how the upfront financing was provided in these
cases underscores public university reliance upon financial sources external to the public
university for the development of university facilities. Within these cases, it appears the public
universities are moving away from the previous model of state governments supporting facility
needs. Instead, the cases studied suggest these public universities are making facility decisions
based upon the private partner’s expertise and access to private financing. The private financing
approaches that differ from more traditional P3 financing structures are further explored in the
discussion section.
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Funding
The code, funding, referred to how the project’s initial financing would be repaid. This code did
not apply to the four DB cases, as the financing structure in those cases did not require
repayment. Table 32 identifies how the project costs would be repaid.
Table 32: Funding Case Comparison
Funding Case Comparison
How will the initial financing for the
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
project be repaid?
User Fees
n= 10
Availability Payments
n= 4
Availability Payments and User Fees
n= 2
N/A
n= 4
There were sixteen cases coded as DBF or DBFOM. All of these cases included a private
financing component that required repayment. The majority of these sixteen cases will be repaid
through user fees (n= 10). Four cases will utilize availability payments (n= 4). The remaining
cases will employ a combination of availability payments and user fees to repay projects costs
(n= 2).
Ten cases will be repaid through user fees (n= 10). User fees are defined as dedicated
revenue streams (Inderst, 2015; Martin, 2019). Among the public university social infrastructure
P3s, user fees were identified as student housing rental payments or retail space rental revenue.
All of the cases that will utilize user fees to repay project costs were coded as DBFOMs.
Six of the ten cases to be repaid through user fees were financed through private partner
equity. Four of those six cases were financed by student housing real estate investment trusts
(REITs) whose business purpose is to develop or invest in revenue generating facilities (Nareit,
2020). These four cases were coded as mixed-use facilities. These social infrastructure P3
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projects featured several components, including student housing. Rental revenue generated from
the student housing facilities will be utilized to repay the project expenses financed by the
REITs’ private equity.
The two remaining cases, financed through private partner equity, will also be repaid
through user fees. In the University of Kentucky dining hall case, Aramark, the private partner,
will receive all of the facility’s dining revenue as repayment for project costs for the duration of
the 15-year partnership (Monday, 2015; WKYT, 2015). At the University of Texas, the private
partner will be repaid from revenue generated during all non-university events hosted at the new
multipurpose arena (Daniel, 2018; Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018).
Four other cases will also utilize user fees to repay project costs. Three of these projects
were financed through tax-exempt bond debt provided by state economic development agencies.
For the University of Maryland South Campus Commons case, student housing fees will be paid
directly to the Maryland Economic Development Corporation, the state economic development
authority that financed the housing facilities (South Campus Commons at College Park, 2018).
UMass Boston secured financing for the new dining facility through tax-exempt bonds provided
by the Massachusetts Development Finance Agency, MassDevelopment (Ivanovich, 2019;
UMBA, 2018). The university will utilize dining revenue to repay the dining hall portion of the
project (Ivanovich, 2019; UMBA, 2018). The SPV created for the housing component of the
UMass Boston case, Provident Commonwealth Educational Resources (PCER), also secured taxexempt bonds through MassDevelopment (Ivanovich, 2019; UMass Boston Office of
Communications, 2016; UMBA, 2018). Student housing rental fees will repay the housing
facility (UMBA, 2018). The Kentucky Bond Development Corporation issued tax-exempt bonds
to finance the University of Kentucky’s Cornerstone Parking Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
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project (Martindill, 2019). The project will be repaid through user fees in the form of parking
fees and retail revenue (Blackford, 2019).
The last case to rely solely on user fees to repay project costs was the University System
of Georgia Student Housing Initiative, which was financed through private partner equity and
taxable bond debt (Board of Regents- USG, 2017; Corvias, 2014, 2016). Student rental fees will
be used to repay project costs. The University System of Georgia deferred $311.5 million in
prior housing debt to the private partner (Corvias, 2016; Student Housing Business.com, 2015).
This deferment was included in the total amount borrowed. This suggests that student housing
rental fees will be used to repay current and past USG housing projects. This approach of
deferring past housing debt was unique to this case.
Student housing rental fees will be used to repay project costs in the majority of the cases
coded as user fees. The remaining cases will rely on other dedicated revenue streams. Dining
revenue, entertainment venue revenue, parking fees, and retail rentals will be used to repay
project expenses. In the cases where a single dedicated revenue stream was not identified, the
public universities chose a repayment approach that allowed for the annual repayment of the
project costs for the duration of the partnership.
In four cases, the public university will utilize availability payments to repay the projects’
initial financing. Availability payments are defined as payments made by the public partner at
specified intervals after the facility has been developed or becomes available (Inderst, 2015;
Martin, 2019). The facility is often revenue generating and the payments are made with revenue
from the facility once it has opened (Inderst, 2015; Martin, 2019). Two cases utilizing
availability payments were coded as DBFOMs, these were the University of Kansas Central
District and Merced 2020. Both cases were extremely costly campus expansions. They will be
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repaid over the nearly 40-year partnership contracts. The University of Kansas will rely on a
variety of sources for repayment including funds raised through philanthropic efforts, student
fees, and revenue generated through the project’s new parking and student housing facilities
(Hancock, 2016; Monaco, 2016). The University of California System and UC Merced will
retain all revenue generated from the campus expansion and will utilize these funds to make
availability payments (UC Merced, 2020a).
Two other cases relied solely on availability payments to repay project costs. Both are
located at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. The university initially provided an
upfront payment of $9.7 million for the Campus Instructional Facility (UI, 2019; Wurth, 2019).
UI will continue to make yearly availability payments through the 30-year partnership (UI, 2019;
Wurth, 2019). The university committed to repaying $6 million towards the $20 million Feed
Technology Center project costs. The university solicited private donations from the university’s
farming, animal nutrition, and feed industry partners to fund the remaining $14 million facility
costs (UI ACES, 2019; Quinn, 2019, 2020a).
Two cases relied on a combination of availability payments and user fees to repay the
initial financing. These cases were the University of Illinois, Chicago’s Academic and
Residential Complex and the University of California, Berkeley’s Upper Hearst Development.
These cases were similar as both mixed-use facilities were coded as DBFOM P3 types and each
will be owned by affiliated SPVs for third-party, nonprofit financing partner Collegiate Housing
Foundation for the duration of the partnership. Both cases included a housing component and an
academic facility that expanded the classroom offerings. In each case, the public university
provided initial payments for the academic facilities (Christ, n.d.; UI, 2019). Both universities
planned to then utilize annual payments to repay project costs for the academic facilities (Christ,
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n.d.; UI, 2019). The University of Illinois, Chicago residential component will be repaid through
user fees from student housing rental fees and rental revenue from the Starbucks Coffee retail
location on the first floor of the housing facility (Sadovi, 2019; UIC Campus Housing, 2020; UI,
2019). While currently delayed due to ongoing litigation, the University of California, Berkeley
proposed to repay the Upper Hearst Development housing facility through the facility’s rental
revenue (Christ, n.d.).
In most cases, a revenue source generated from the facility’s development was identified
as the mechanism for repaying the project costs. In ten cases, user fees such as student housing
fees, retail rentals, or dining revenue were anticipated to repay project costs. In fewer cases, the
public university elected to use availability payments to repay project costs. In these cases,
revenue generated from the facility was expected to fulfill the repayment requirements.
Revenue Sharing
The dimension, revenue sharing, examined if the public university required the private partner to
share revenue generated by the facility. In some cases, this code did not apply because the public
university retained all of the revenue. In other cases, the public university did not require revenue
sharing. In these cases, the private partner, or third-party, nonprofit financing partner, or the state
economic development authority, retained all revenue generated by the social infrastructure P3
for the duration of the partnership. Table 33 outlines the number of cases in which the public
university required revenue sharing.
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Table 33: Revenue Sharing Case Comparison
Revenue Sharing Case Comparison
Does the public university require the
Number of cases in study (N= 20):
private partner to share project revenue?
Required
n= 8
Not Required
n= 5
N/A
n= 7
The public university retained all revenue generated by the facilities in seven cases (n=
7). Of the seven cases, three were coded as design-build P3 types. In those three cases, the public
universities secured financing for the projects from an external source and did not share the
facility revenue. The remaining four cases were DBF or DBFOM projects that utilized
availability payments to repay the project costs. The public universities in these cases did not
share revenue generated from the facilities as they intended to utilize such revenues towards their
availability payments.
The dimension, revenue sharing, applied to thirteen cases. The public university required
the facility’s revenue to be shared in eight cases (n= 8). All of these were coded as DBFOMs.
Additionally, all of these projects relied on user fees to repay project costs. The University
System of Georgia required each public university retain a portion of the student housing rental
revenues to manage the school’s residence life programming and housing security (Board of
Regents- USG, 2014). For two cases, ASU stipulated that the private partner enter into a land
lease for the duration of facility development. The contract specified that ASU retain ownership
of the land and acquire the titles for the facilities and ACC would lease them from ASU (ACC,
2008, Davenport, 2008). The variable rental rate was based on ACC’s gross revenue from the
ASU facilities (Davenport, 2008). The University of Kentucky required the private partner, EdR,
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to share 10% of the student housing rental revenue, after EdR recovered a set percentage of the
housing project expenses (UK Board of Trustees, 2012).
The public university and the SPV affiliated with the third-party, nonprofit financing
partner, Provident Resources Group, jointly secured upfront financing for the University of
Massachusetts, Boston’s New Residence and Dining Hall. Each partner was separately
responsible for repaying project costs (Ivanovich, 2019; UMass Boston Office of
Communications, 2016; UMBA, 2018). As such, each retained the revenue generated by their
respective facility. The UMass Boston secured financing for the dining hall portion of the project
and ultimately retains all dining revenues (Ivanovich, 2019; UMBA, 2018).
The University of Texas did not require the private partner to pay land or facility rent.
Instead, the university retains all revenue generated during university hosted events at the new
multipurpose arena (Davis, 2018; Haurwitz, 2018). UT will also receive a set percentage of
revenue generated during all other arena events after the first ten years of the partnership (Davis,
2018; Haurwitz, 2018).
The University of Kentucky’s Cornerstone project is expected to have academic facilities,
retail and restaurant facilities, and provide additional parking (Geegan, 2020; Kennedy, 2020;
Signet, n.d., 2019). UK will manage the academic facilities and parking structure and its
associated services. The private partner will manage the retail and dining spaces (Geegan, 2020;
Kennedy, 2020; Signet, n.d.). Each will retain the revenue generated by the facilities under their
management.
The University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire’s Pablo Center was the only DB case that
required revenue sharing. This case was unique as the project's nonprofit, public partner owns
the facility (UWEC Foundation, 2020a). The University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (UWEC)
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entered into a 20-year agreement with Eau Claire Arts, Inc. for dedicated space in the arts center
for classrooms and faculty offices (UWEC Foundation, 2020a). UWEC hosts university
performing arts and theater program performances at the facility (Board of Regents- UWS,
2016). Per the agreement, the university retains all revenue generated from these performances.
The public universities did not require the facilities’ revenue to be shared in five cases
(n= 5). In these cases, the private partner retained all facility generated revenue for the duration
of the partnership. All of these cases were coded as DBFOMs that would be repaid solely
through user fees or a combination of availability payments and user fees. It appears in these
cases, the public university did not require the public partner to share revenue generated by the
facility as each project was to be repaid through those dedicated revenue streams.
The dimension, revenue sharing, reveals how financially successful public university
facilities can be. Public universities are utilizing their recently developed facilities as a resource
to generate revenue and to repay the costs of facility development. Long-term studies are needed
to explore if the public universities and their private partners will reinvest the facility revenue
into additional facilities to replace the loss of state support.
Discussion
Alignment with Popular Media Sources
The cases within this study aligned with popular media sources that highlight public university
use of social infrastructure P3s to meet facility needs beyond student housing. Although student
housing facilities were the most common facility developed through public university use of
social infrastructure P3s within this study, these were not the only facilities developed. Instead,
student housing facilities were only one aspect of many multiple facility P3 contracts. Public
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universities often included additional classrooms, dining facilities, and retail spaces in their
social infrastructure P3 projects. The public universities in this study turned to social
infrastructure P3s for facilities needs beyond student housing.
When examining the type of P3s public universities select, the study findings further
aligned with recent popular media sources and the results of the recent P3 EDU and Chronicle of
Higher Education joint survey of university administrators. Sixteen cases included a private
financing component. This finding suggested that public universities are turning to private
partners and social infrastructure P3s for access to private financing. An examination of the cases
financing dimensions supported popular media and public university claims that state support is
nearly non-existent within public university facility development.
The dimension, financing provider, revealed public university social infrastructure P3s
were most often financed through tax-exempt bonds provided by state economic development
agencies and private partner equity. This finding does not align with the financing model for
traditional P3 projects. These findings are further explored in the next section. The following
section explores the findings that were unique to public university social infrastructure P3
projects. These financing approaches differ from traditional P3 models.
Third-party, Nonprofit Financing Partners
Among traditional P3 models, a special purpose vehicle (SPV) is often created to manage all
aspects of the project and ensure alignment with the P3 agreement. An SPV is a legal entity with
a single, specific purpose of delivering a completed P3 project as agreed upon among the project
partners (Hellowell, 2010). The SPV manages the financing and development for the project for
the duration of the partnership (Hellowell, 2010; Yescombe, 2007).
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SPVs also serve to protect the entity securing financing or managing the project by
isolating project related expenses and debts within a separate entity (Yescombe, 2007). This
approach ensures limited liability for the entity incurring the financing debt and for the project
partners. An additional benefit of containing project-related business and expenses to an SPV is
that the public partner, and ultimately the project, are protected from unrelated problems or debts
held by the private partner or financing entity (de Vries, 2013; Yescombe, 2007).
Within traditional public-private partnership models, the SPV manages all of the
financing and contract requirements with the subcontractors that perform the work. The use of
SPVs in this study varied from the traditional P3 model. In this study, the private partner served
as the project developer, managing project logistics in all cases involving private financing (n=
16). While SPVs were included in five cases, and expected in the delayed UC Berkeley case,
these served a less involved role than the SPVs of more traditional P3 models. The third-party,
nonprofit financing partners that created the SPVs in this study are unique to public university
social infrastructure public-private partnerships. As such, it was important to explore the role of
the third-party, nonprofit financing partner to better understand its role in securing financing in
public university social infrastructure P3s and how it used SPVs in a way which diverges from
traditional P3 models.
Collegiate Housing Foundation was founded in 1996 as “the first national 501(c)(3)
organization dedicated to assisting colleges and universities with financing and acquisition of
new student housing facilities” (CHF, 2020, About- Qualifications). Since 1996, CHF’s mission
has evolved to include securing financing for additional college and university facility needs
(CHF, 2020, About- History). CHF was the first, and is one of the most prominent, third-party
nonprofit financing partners involved in public university social infrastructure P3s. CHF has
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financed and closed more than 60 college and university social infrastructure P3 projects totaling
more than $3.3 billion in project costs (CHF, 2020, About- History).
The unique 501(c)(3) nonprofit tax-exempt status establishes CHF and others as thirdparty, nonprofit financing partners. These tax-exempt, nonprofit organizations do not participate
in more traditional P3 projects. Instead, the mission of these tax-exempt, nonprofit organizations
is to assist and support public colleges and universities (CHF, 2020; Provident Resources Group,
2012). As a result of its 501(c)(3) status, the third-party, nonprofit financing partner is granted
access to state and federal tax-exempt bonds (Calcavecchia, Birkenkopf, & Finke, 2017; Cardall,
Wang, & Davis, 2017). Tax-exempt bonds are not federally taxed which reduces the repayment
costs for the public university.
Public universities utilize third-party, nonprofit financing partners to secure tax-exempt
bonds to finance the initial costs of their facility projects. When including the third-party,
nonprofit financing partner into the financing approach, public universities select private partners
to develop the social infrastructure P3 project and the third-party, nonprofit financing partner
secures the upfront financing (Calcavecchia et al., 2017). The third-party, nonprofit financing
partner creates an SPV to borrow project financing and manage the repayment of the tax-exempt
bond debt utilized as the initial financing (Calcavecchia et al., 2017). The SPV enters into land
leases with the public university, in which the SPV then controls the land and owns the facility
for the duration of the partnership. At the end of the land lease, land and facility ownership
would revert back to the public university.
The benefit to the public university of including a third-party, nonprofit financing partner
in the social infrastructure P3 is the ability to work with the private partner to quickly and
efficiently develop the public university facility while achieving lower overall costs through the
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tax-exempt bonds (Calcavecchia et al., 2017). In addition to project efficiency and lower project
costs, the public university is insulated from incurring the financial risks associated with the
project (Calcavecchia et al., 2017).
This unique financing model for public university social infrastructure public private
partnerships was nearly lost when the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued a preliminary ruling
to revoke CHF’s 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status during an audit of CHF’s tax returns and its taxexempt financing approach in the early 2000s (Cardall et al., 2017; Kinnander, 2001a). The point
of contention was CHF's approach to “arranging tax-exempt financing for schools nationwide
rather than with just one campus or associated with a single institution” (Kinnander, 2001a).
Additionally, the IRS expressed concern that CHF operated more akin to a business corporation
rather than a charitable organization (Kinnander, 2001a). CHF countered that the organization
should retain its tax-exempt status because of the organization’s independence from for-profit
student housing developers and its mission to provide low-cost tax-exempt bonds to public
colleges and universities at the national level (Kinnander, 2001a).
In its preliminary review ruling, the IRS determined that CHF’s “tax-exempt status
should be revoked prospectively” (Kinnander, 2001b). This decision would have allowed CHF’s
previously issued tax-exempt bonds to remain free of federal tax requirements; however, CHF
would no longer be allowed to obtain tax-exempt bonds (Kinnander, 2001b). Additionally, the
preliminary IRS decision would “permanently shut down tax-exempt bond deals for college
housing that are arranged by nonprofits on a nationwide basis” (Kinnander, 2001b). This ruling
would have effectively eliminated third-party, nonprofit financing partner involvement from
future public university social infrastructure P3s and forced public universities to look for
financing elsewhere.
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CHF challenged the IRS’s preliminary decision. In the appeal decision, the IRS
determined CHF bond activities were “consistent with its stated purpose when it applied for its
tax-exempt status” (Kinnander, 2001b, 2001c). Additionally, the appeal decision determined that
the IRS “incorrectly applied the law when it granted” tax exemption status to CHF and a handful
of other third-party, nonprofit financing organizations that did not “appear to be directly related
with a specific school” (Kinnander, 2001a, 2001b). The IRS rescinded the initial decision to
revoke CHF’s tax exemption status (Duff, 2002). This decision was vital to establishing the longterm role of third-party, nonprofit financing partners in public university social infrastructure
public-private partnerships as it “affirmed the 501(c)(3) status and methods of financing as IRS
approved and prevented the risk of such financing being declared taxable” (CHF, 2020,
Qualifications; Duff, 2002; Kinnander, 2001c).
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
Another unique private financing approach used among the public university social infrastructure
P3 cases in this study was the inclusion of real estate investment trusts (REITs) as private
partners. A real estate investment trust is defined as “a company that owns, operate, or finances
income-producing real estate” (Nareit, 2020, What’s a REIT?). Essentially, these companies own
or finance facilities that generate income. REITs are companies commonly traded publicly on
major stock exchanges (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, n.d.). The income generated
from facilities within their purview is then paid out to the company’s shareholders (U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission, n.d.) REITs invest their company’s equity into additional
properties to expand their portfolio and increase their shareholders’ returns (U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission, n.d.).
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There are many types of REITs which exist in different areas of real estate and facility
management. The real estate investment trusts operating within public university social
infrastructure P3s are known as equity REITs (Nareit, 2020). By definition, these involve the
upfront equity contribution of the REIT to develop or operate the facility and its long-term
management. Equity REITs can include a variety of income producing real estate, such as retail
or residential (Nareit, 2020). The REITs within this study are more specifically classified as
residential equity REITs as the income producing revenue stream in these cases was identified as
generated from residential facilities (Nareit, 2020).
Within this study, REITs were involved in two different financing approaches. In some
cases, the REIT would join a public university social infrastructure public-private partnership as
the private partner strictly in a project developer role. In these cases, the third-party, nonprofit
financing partner would secure financing and the REIT would receive a fee for project
development and management (Macht, 2013). In other cases, the REIT served as the developer,
financer, manager, and owner of the facility. In these cases, the REIT provided the company's
own equity to finance the project (ACC, n.d. a; Greystar, n.d.; Macht, 2013). In these cases, the
public university was insulated from all financing risks associated with the project and did not
increase its debt burden. User fees, in the form of student housing rental fees, will repay project
expenses in these cases. After a designated period of time or after a set percentage of project
expenses are repaid, the REIT may share facility revenue with the public university; however,
that was not always the case.
Public universities benefit from partnering with REITs as they are able to transfer the
majority of the project risks and responsibilities to the private partner, from project development
through the repayment process. This approach most closely resembles privatized student housing
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that just happens to take place on public university campuses. As with other private financing
approaches explored in this study, the public university can market the campus’ modern living
facilities and amenities to appeal to students without financially investing in the project’s
development. Instead, the repayment structure relies on student housing occupancy and
utilization of the facility, which is an additional responsibility taken on by the REIT.
However, this approach is not completely advantageous for the public universities.
Public-private partnership agreements with REITs often include exclusive development rights
awarded to the REIT for the duration of the partnership (Macht, 2013). Comparable to a noncompete clause, in these deals the public university agrees not to develop additional facilities,
typically student housing, without REIT approval (Macht, 2013). Additionally, within these
agreements, the REIT often has first right of refusal to develop any additional facility needs for
the public university throughout the public private partnership.
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSION
This chapter summarizes the study and addresses each of the research questions. Additionally,
the chapter introduces challenges to public university use of social infrastructure public-private
partnerships (P3s) created by COVID-19. Contributions to the literature and suggestions for
future research are also addressed.
Study Summary
This study aimed to address three research questions, as outlined below, with the objective of
exploring how public universities are using social infrastructure P3s to address their facility
needs.
Research Question 1 (RQ1): What public university facility needs do social
infrastructure P3s address?
The cases studied reveal that student housing continues to be the most frequent public university
facility need developed by a social infrastructure P3 (n= 13). However, of the total twenty cases
explored, only two social infrastructure P3 projects were built to accommodate strictly student
housing. Even when a housing facility need was met, those cases often included other facility
needs, such as additional classrooms, study space, or dining facilities (n= 11).
The public universities in this study also turned to social infrastructure P3s for their
unique facility needs (n= 4), such as a wine science center and an animal feed technology center.
These cases highlight public university use of social infrastructure P3s when the facility need is
outside the scope of traditional public university facility development. These cases underscore
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the importance of the role of private partners as project developer and the design and
construction expertise they bring to a partnership.
While public universities continue to meet their student housing needs through social
infrastructure P3s, the projects are expanding to accommodate additional facility needs under a
single contract. Additionally, public universities are turning to private partners when the facility
need is beyond traditional public university facility development. These findings align with
popular media sources exploring social infrastructure P3 use for facility development on public
university campuses.
Research Question 2 (RQ2): What types of social infrastructure P3s are public
universities using?
The National Institute of Governmental Purchasing developed a taxonomy detailing different
types of P3s (NIGP, 2016). The NIGP taxonomy was applied to determine what type of social
infrastructure P3s the public universities selected. Within this study, four cases were DBs, in
which the public university secured financing from an external source. The remaining sixteen
cases (n= 16) included a private financing component, of which fourteen cases were DBFOMs
and two were DBFs. These findings align with popular media sources claiming public
universities have turned to social infrastructure P3s as an alternative financing approach for
public university facility needs. Moreover, these findings support the results of the P3 EDU and
Chronicle of Higher Education joint survey of university administrators at the 2019 P3 EDU
conference (P3 EDU, 2019a). The survey respondents identified the availability of private sector
investment capital as a top reason for public university interest in partnering with private
companies (P3 EDU, 2019a).
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Research Question 3 (RQ3): What role does private sector financing have in public
university social infrastructure P3s?
Private financing was utilized in the majority of the cases studied, as sixteen cases included a
private finance component (n= 16). Of these, the public university was entirely relieved of the
responsibility of securing project financing in fourteen cases. The majority of these cases were
provided financing by the private partner or a state economic development authority through a
third-party, nonprofit financing partner (n= 14). This finding reveals that the public universities
studied were only minimally involved in the financing aspect of facility development. These
findings align with the popular media literature and public university claims regarding
diminishing state support and public universities’ reliance upon private sector financing.
Study Contributions to the Literature
The cases in this study demonstrate public universities are turning to social infrastructure P3s for
access to private financing and facility development beyond student housing. In a few cases, the
public university opted for a social infrastructure P3 to develop more than half of the university’s
existing campus facilities through a single social infrastructure P3 agreement. In other cases, the
public universities turned to the private partner to develop a unique facility need uncommon on
most university campuses. Nearly all of the cases included a private financing component to
support facility development. These cases exemplify public universities’ expanding facility
needs and their reliance upon private partners. These findings align with popular media sources
reporting novel public university social infrastructure P3 uses. Additionally, this study bridges
the existent academic literature, previously primarily focused on public university use of social
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infrastructure P3s for student housing development, with a more current, evolving facility
development and financing approach more often discussed among popular media sources.
Study Implications for Public Affairs
Diverging from traditional P3 financing models, the public universities in this study partnered
with private partners who contributed private equity to finance some projects. In other cases, a
third-party, nonprofit financing partner with 501(c)(3) tax-exemption status was included in the
partnership to secure tax-exempt bonds to finance initial project costs. The creative financing
methods employed by public universities may have implications for other types of social
infrastructure.
While this financing approach is currently unique to the public university social
infrastructure public-private partnership sector, it is potentially applicable in support of other
public facilities, such as public education (K-12) facilities, public libraries, government
buildings, and state supported healthcare facilities. Public organizations within these sectors
often manage aging infrastructure and, like public universities, they rely on limited state support
that often does not allow for facility maintenance or development.
Many community groups and organizations have attempted to fill funding gaps created
by state funding cut for community facilities, such as parks, libraries, and senior centers. While
many of these community centered groups are well-meaning, they often are unable to provide the
necessary financial support as raising funds for community initiatives and facilities is often
identified as a nearly insurmountable hurdle for smaller organizations. The Special Purpose
Vehicle financing approach utilized by the third-party, nonprofit financing partners in this study
could potentially address this problem. There is a potential opportunity for community
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organizations to partner with struggling public organizations to support community facility
development.
Utilizing a similar approach, these entities could develop a community need based
nonprofit organization and seek 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status. If the tax-exempt status was
secured, such a community need based nonprofit organization could apply for state and federal
tax-exempt bonds. Access to such funds could create a similar scenario as Collegiate Housing
Foundation and the other third-party, nonprofit financing partners that support public colleges
and universities. However, in this scenario, such a community need based nonprofit organization
could serve as the third-party, nonprofit financing partner providing financial support for
community facilities facing state funding cuts. In addition to addressing community facility
needs, such an approach would promote a greater sense of community ownership and
engagement as individuals will likely recognize their efforts developing the non-profit
organization resulted in securing the much-needed funds for facility maintenance or
development.
Future Areas for Research
COVID-19 Challenges
Since March 2020, COVID-19 has impacted public university space and facility utilization. In
response to the global pandemic, many U.S. public universities transitioned to remote, online
learning environments (Smalley, 2020).The public universities continuing to offer on-campus
classes and student housing have had to increase sanitation efforts and reconfigure spaces to
accommodate social distancing (Smalley, 2020). Future studies will be necessary to understand
the overall impact of COVID-19 on public university campus facilities.
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Project Funding Concerns
Within this study, every case, except those financed by external sources (n= 4), included a
repayment approach reliant upon user fees or availability payments (n= 16). This indicates that
the public universities planned the project funding structures on the contingency that students
would be on campus, utilizing the facilities and generating revenue for the public universities to
repay initial project expenses. With universities shutting their doors and transitioning online in
response to COVID-19, the repayment structure will be impacted. It will be important to explore
how public universities will repay their existing social infrastructure P3 projects if student
populations do not immediately return to public university campuses.
Additional Areas of Study
Additional areas of study are needed to better understand the public universities selecting social
infrastructure P3s. Studies should compare public university characteristics, such as the
university’s location (rural/urban), the size of the university, the type of university (commuter
campus/ on-campus living amenities), the size of the student body, and student body
demographics. Additional comparative studies should also explore differences and similarities
among social infrastructure P3 use at private and public two- and four-year colleges and
universities.
Study Limitations
Future studies could also replicate a similar study to this one, taking efforts to reduce the study’s
limitations. As an exploratory, descriptive study the findings drawn about the similarities among
the cases cannot be generalized to broader public university use of social infrastructure P3s. The
findings presented are strictly descriptive and were founded in the review of the specific case
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details and then compared among the study’s other cases. The study’s sample size was also small
to allow for the in-depth review and comparison of a multiple case study. However, a larger
sample size examined through a quantitative approach has the potential to provide generalized
findings about public university use of social infrastructure P3s.
A current limitation and criticism of the available public university social infrastructure
P3 data is the lack of a single source or list identifying social infrastructure public-private
partnership projects that have been developed on public university campuses. As such, it was
necessary for the researcher to apply a creative research approach to determine the study’s
sample. A plethora of resources exist for more traditional P3 sector projects; in time and through
additional study, it is expected more information will be available for public university social
infrastructure P3s.
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APPENDIX A:
STUDY POPULATION
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Table 34: Study Population: Public Universities within the United States Identified as Using
Social Infrastructure P3
Study Population:
Public Universities within the United States Identified as Using Social Infrastructure P3
1.
Arizona State University
2.
Augusta University
3.
Boise State University
4.
City University of New York (multiple universities)
City University of New York: Baruch College
City University of New York: Brooklyn College
City University of New York: City College
City University of New York: College of Staten Island
City University of New York: Hunter College
City University of New York: John Jay College of Criminal Justice
City University of New York: Lehman College
City University of New York: Medgar Evers College
City University of New York: New York City College of Technology
City University of New York: Queens College
City University of New York: York College
5.
Cleveland State University
6.
College of Coastal Georgia
7.
Colorado State University (multiple campuses)
Colorado State University (Fort Collins)
Colorado State University: Global Campus
Colorado State University: Pueblo
8.
Columbus State University
9.
Dalton State College
10.
Eastern Michigan University
11.
Eastern Oregon University
12.
Florida International University
13.
Florida State University
14.
George Mason University
15.
Georgia Institute of Technology
16.
Georgia State University
17.
Glenville State College
18.
Iowa State University
19.
Kean University
20.
Kent State University
21.
Lake Superior State University
22.
Marshall University
23.
Medical University of South Carolina
24.
Mississippi State University
25.
Montclair State University
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Study Population:
Public Universities within the United States Identified as Using Social Infrastructure P3
26.
New Mexico State University
27.
Northern Michigan University
28.
Ohio State University (multiple campuses)
Ohio State University: Columbus Campus
Ohio State University: Lima Campus
Ohio State University: Mansfield Campus
Ohio State University: Marion Campus
Ohio State University: Newark Campus
29.
Old Dominion University
30.
Oregon State University
31.
Penn State University
32.
Purdue University (multiple campuses)
Purdue University (West Lafayette)
Purdue University Fort Wayne
Purdue University Northwest
33.
Rowan University
34.
Rutgers University (multiple campuses)
Rutgers University (New Brunswick)
Rutgers University: Newark
Rutgers University: Camden
35.
San Diego State University
36.
Stockton University
37.
Texas A&M University (multiple campuses)
Texas A&M University (College Station)
Texas A&M University: Commerce
Texas A&M University: Corpus Christi
Texas A&M University: Kingsville
Texas A&M University: Texarkana
38.
Troy University
39.
University of Alabama (multiple campuses)
University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa)
University of Alabama at Birmingham
University of Alabama in Huntsville
40.
University of Alaska (multiple campuses)
University of Alaska: Anchorage
University of Alaska: Fairbanks
University of Alaska: Southeast
41.
University of California (multiple campuses)
University of California: Berkeley
University of California: Davis
University of California: Irvine
University of California: Los Angeles
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Study Population:
Public Universities within the United States Identified as Using Social Infrastructure P3
University of California: Merced
University of California: Riverside
University of California: San Diego
University of California: Santa Barbara
University of California: Santa Cruz
42.
University of Connecticut
43.
University of Georgia
44.
University of Illinois (multiple campuses)
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
University of Illinois at Springfield
45.
University of Iowa
46.
University of Kansas
47.
University of Kentucky
48.
University of Mary Washington
49.
University of Maryland (multiple campuses)
University of Maryland: Baltimore
University of Maryland: Baltimore County
University of Maryland: College Park
University of Maryland: Eastern Shore
University of Maryland: University College
50.
University of Massachusetts (multiple campuses)
University of Massachusetts: Amherst
University of Massachusetts: Boston
University of Massachusetts: Dartmouth
University of Massachusetts: Lowell
51.
University of Minnesota (multiple campuses)
University of Minnesota: Crookston
University of Minnesota: Duluth
University of Minnesota: Morris
University of Minnesota: Rochester
University of Minnesota: Twin Cities
52.
University of North Carolina (multiple campuses)
University of North Carolina at Asheville
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
University of North Carolina at Pembroke
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
University of North Carolina School of the Arts
53.
University of North Dakota
54.
University of North Georgia
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Study Population:
Public Universities within the United States Identified as Using Social Infrastructure P3
55.
University of Rhode Island
56.
University of South Dakota
57.
University of South Florida (multiple campuses)
University of South Florida (Tampa)
University of South Florida: Saint Petersburg
University of South Florida: Sarasota-Manatee
58.
University of Texas (multiple campuses)
University of Texas at Arlington
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Texas at El Paso
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas at Tyler
University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston
University of Texas of the Permian Basin
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
59.
University of Toledo
60.
University of Washington (multiple campuses)
University of Washington (Seattle)
University of Washington Bothell
University of Washington Tacoma
61.
University of Wisconsin (multiple campuses)
University of Wisconsin: Eau Claire
University of Wisconsin: Green Bay
University of Wisconsin: La Crosse
University of Wisconsin: Madison
University of Wisconsin: Milwaukee
University of Wisconsin: Oshkosh
University of Wisconsin: Parkside
University of Wisconsin: Platteville
University of Wisconsin: River Falls
University of Wisconsin: Stevens Point
University of Wisconsin: Stout
University of Wisconsin: Superior
University of Wisconsin: Whitewater
62.
Valdosta State University
63.
Virginia Commonwealth University
64.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech)
65.
Washington State University
66.
Wayne State University
67.
West Virginia State University
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Study Population:
Public Universities within the United States Identified as Using Social Infrastructure P3
68.
Wichita State University
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APPENDIX B:
GOOGLE SEARCH RESULTS FOR STUDY POPULATION
ORGANIZED ALPHABETICALLY
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Table 35: Google Search Results for Study Population (Organized Alphabetically)
Public University Identified
as Using Social Infrastructure P3:
1. Arizona State University
2. Augusta University
3. Boise State University
4. City University of New York (multiple universities)
City University of New York: Baruch College
City University of New York: Brooklyn College
City University of New York: City College
City University of New York: College of Staten Island
City University of New York: Hunter College
City University of New York: John Jay College of
Criminal Justice
City University of New York: Lehman College
City University of New York: Medgar Evers College
City University of New York: New York City College of
Technology
City University of New York: Queens College
City University of New York: York College
5. Cleveland State University
6. College of Coastal Georgia
7. Colorado State University (multiple campuses)
Colorado State University (Fort Collins)
Colorado State University: Global Campus
Colorado State University: Pueblo
8. Columbus State University
9. Dalton State College
10. Eastern Michigan University
11. Eastern Oregon University
12. Florida International University
13. Florida State University
14. George Mason University
15. Georgia Institute of Technology
16. Georgia State University
17. Glenville State College
18. Iowa State University
19. Kean University
20. Kent State University
21. Lake Superior State University
22. Marshall University
23. Medical University of South Carolina
24. Mississippi State University
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Google search returns:
2,210
9
153
20
3
4
0
1
7
0
1
1
1
2
0
142
7
78
73
3
2
30
9
73
3
289
465
641
1,040
508
1
729
32
218
4
106
127
214

Public University Identified
as Using Social Infrastructure P3:
25. Montclair State University
26. New Mexico State University
27. Northern Michigan University
28. Ohio State University (multiple campuses)
Ohio State University: Columbus Campus
Ohio State University: Lima Campus
Ohio State University: Mansfield Campus
Ohio State University: Marion Campus
Ohio State University: Newark Campus
29. Old Dominion University
30. Oregon State University
31. Penn State University
32. Purdue University (multiple campuses)
Purdue University (West Lafayette)
Purdue University Fort Wayne
Purdue University Northwest
33. Rowan University
34. Rutgers University (multiple campuses)
Rutgers University (New Brunswick)
Rutgers University: Newark
Rutgers University: Camden
35. San Diego State University
36. Stockton University
37. Texas A&M University (multiple campuses)
Texas A&M University (College Station)
Texas A&M University: Commerce
Texas A&M University: Corpus Christi
Texas A&M University: Kingsville
Texas A&M University: Texarkana
38. Troy University
39. University of Alabama (multiple campuses)
University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa)
University of Alabama at Birmingham
University of Alabama in Huntsville
40. University of Alaska (multiple campuses)
University of Alaska: Anchorage
University of Alaska: Fairbanks
University of Alaska: Southeast
41. University of California (multiple campuses)
University of California: Berkeley
University of California: Davis
University of California: Irvine
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Google search returns:
140
152
8
142
0
0
142
0
0
100
521
553
191
182
6
3
56
290
127
94
69
272
7
154
137
8
4
4
1
48
115
3
103
9
285
94
188
3
5,969
2,860
542
372

Public University Identified
as Using Social Infrastructure P3:
University of California: Los Angeles
University of California: Merced
University of California: Riverside
University of California: San Diego
University of California: Santa Barbara
University of California: Santa Cruz
42. University of Connecticut
43. University of Georgia
44. University of Illinois (multiple campuses)
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
University of Illinois at Springfield
45. University of Iowa
46. University of Kansas
47. University of Kentucky
48. University of Mary Washington
49. University of Maryland (multiple campuses)
University of Maryland: Baltimore
University of Maryland: Baltimore County
University of Maryland: College Park
University of Maryland: Eastern Shore
University of Maryland: University College
50. University of Massachusetts (multiple campuses)
University of Massachusetts: Amherst
University of Massachusetts: Boston
University of Massachusetts: Dartmouth
University of Massachusetts: Lowell
51. University of Minnesota (multiple campuses)
University of Minnesota: Crookston
University of Minnesota: Duluth
University of Minnesota: Morris
University of Minnesota: Rochester
University of Minnesota: Twin Cities
52. University of North Carolina (multiple campuses)
University of North Carolina at Asheville
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
University of North Carolina at Pembroke
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
University of North Carolina School of the Arts
53. University of North Dakota
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Google search returns:
798
228
151
557
241
220
653
3,930
965
508
452
5
695
1,320
883
44
900
169
100
370
194
67
659
392
122
40
105
184
4
61
2
5
112
623
2
357
175
77
4
7
1
616

Public University Identified
as Using Social Infrastructure P3:
54. University of North Georgia
55. University of Rhode Island
56. University of South Dakota
57. University of South Florida (multiple campuses)
University of South Florida (Tampa)
University of South Florida: Saint Petersburg
University of South Florida: Sarasota-Manatee
58. University of Texas (multiple campuses)
University of Texas at Arlington
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Texas at El Paso
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas at Tyler
University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston
University of Texas of the Permian Basin
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
59. University of Toledo
60. University of Washington (multiple campuses)
University of Washington (Seattle)
University of Washington Bothell
University of Washington Tacoma
61. University of Wisconsin (multiple campuses)
University of Wisconsin: Eau Claire
University of Wisconsin: Green Bay
University of Wisconsin: La Crosse
University of Wisconsin: Madison
University of Wisconsin: Milwaukee
University of Wisconsin: Oshkosh
University of Wisconsin: Parkside
University of Wisconsin: Platteville
University of Wisconsin: River Falls
University of Wisconsin: Stevens Point
University of Wisconsin: Stout
University of Wisconsin: Superior
University of Wisconsin: Whitewater
62. Valdosta State University
63. Virginia Commonwealth University
64. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia
Tech)
65. Washington State University
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Google search returns:
8
397
451
53
48
1
4
2178
115
1,540
194
99
201
7
10
3
2
7
212
359
301
8
50
1107
8
9
7
771
169
7
4
4
1
43
35
5
44
9
153
286
1,090

Public University Identified
as Using Social Infrastructure P3:
66. Wayne State University
67. West Virginia State University
68. Wichita State University
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Google search returns:
245
4
61

APPENDIX C:
GOOGLE SEARCH RESULTS FOR STUDY POPULATION ORGANIZED
BY MOST RETURNED RESULTS PER PUBLIC UNIVERSITY
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Table 36: Google Search Results for Study Population (Organized by Most Returned Results per
Public University)
Public University Identified as
Using Social Infrastructure P3:
University of California (multiple campuses)
University of Georgia
University of California: Berkeley
Arizona State University
University of Texas (multiple campuses)
University of Texas at Austin
University of Kansas
University of Wisconsin (multiple campuses)
Washington State University
Georgia Institute of Technology
University of Illinois (multiple campuses)
University of Maryland (multiple campuses)
University of Kentucky
University of California: Los Angeles
University of Wisconsin: Madison
Iowa State University
University of Iowa
University of Massachusetts (multiple
campuses)
University of Connecticut
George Mason University
University of North Carolina (multiple
campuses)
University of North Dakota
University of California: San Diego
Penn State University
University of California: Davis
Oregon State University
Georgia State University
University of Illinois at Chicago
Florida State University
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
University of South Dakota
University of Rhode Island
University of Massachusetts: Amherst
University of California: Irvine
University of Maryland: College Park
University of Washington (multiple
campuses)

Google search returns:
5,969
3,930
2,860
2,210
2,178
1,540
1,320
1,107
1,090
1,040
965
900
883
798
771
729
695
659
653
641
623
616
557
553
542
521
508
508
465
452
451
397
392
372
370
359
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Public University Identified as
Using Social Infrastructure P3:
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of Washington (Seattle)
Rutgers University (multiple campuses)
Florida International University
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University (Virginia Tech)
University of Alaska (multiple campuses)
San Diego State University
Wayne State University
University of California: Santa Barbara
University of California: Merced
University of California: Santa Cruz
Kent State University
Mississippi State University
University of Toledo
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Maryland: Eastern Shore
University of Texas at Dallas
Purdue University (multiple campuses)
University of Alaska: Fairbanks
University of Minnesota (multiple campuses)
Purdue University (West Lafayette)
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
University of Maryland: Baltimore
University of Wisconsin: Milwaukee
Texas A&M University (multiple campuses)
Boise State University
Virginia Commonwealth University
New Mexico State University
University of California: Riverside
Cleveland State University
Ohio State University (multiple campuses)
Ohio State University: Mansfield Campus
Montclair State University
Texas A&M University (College Station)
Medical University of South Carolina
Rutgers University (New Brunswick)
University of Massachusetts: Boston
University of Alabama (multiple campuses)
University of Texas at Arlington
University of Minnesota: Twin Cities
Marshall University

Google search returns:
357
301
290
289
286
285
272
245
241
228
220
218
214
212
201
194
194
191
188
184
182
175
169
169
154
153
153
152
151
142
142
142
140
137
127
127
122
115
115
112
106
149

Public University Identified as
Using Social Infrastructure P3:
University of Massachusetts: Lowell
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Old Dominion University
University of Maryland: Baltimore County
University of Texas at El Paso
Rutgers University: Newark
University of Alaska: Anchorage
Colorado State University (multiple
campuses)
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Colorado State University (Fort Collins)
Eastern Michigan University
Rutgers University: Camden
University of Maryland: University College
University of Minnesota: Duluth
Wichita State University
Rowan University
University of South Florida (multiple
campuses)
University of Washington Tacoma
Troy University
University of South Florida (Tampa)
University of Mary Washington
University of Wisconsin: Whitewater
University of Wisconsin: Stevens Point
University of Massachusetts: Dartmouth
University of Wisconsin: Stout
Kean University
Columbus State University
City University of New York (multiple
universities)
University of Texas Health Science Center at
Houston
Augusta University
Dalton State College
University of Alabama in Huntsville
University of Wisconsin: Green Bay
Valdosta State University
Northern Michigan University
Texas A&M University: Commerce
University of North Georgia
University of Washington Bothell

Google search returns:
105
103
100
100
99
94
94
78
77
73
73
69
67
61
61
56
53
50
48
48
44
44
43
40
35
32
30
20
10
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
150

Public University Identified as
Using Social Infrastructure P3:
University of Wisconsin: Eau Claire
City University of New York: Hunter College
College of Coastal Georgia
Stockton University
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
University of Texas at Tyler
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
University of Wisconsin: La Crosse
University of Wisconsin: Oshkosh
Purdue University Fort Wayne
University of Illinois at Springfield
University of Minnesota: Rochester
University of Wisconsin: Superior
City University of New York: Brooklyn
College
Lake Superior State University
Texas A&M University: Corpus Christi
Texas A&M University: Kingsville
University of Minnesota: Crookston
University of North Carolina at Pembroke
University of South Florida: SarasotaManatee
University of Wisconsin: Parkside
University of Wisconsin: Platteville
West Virginia State University
City University of New York: Baruch College
Colorado State University: Global Campus
Eastern Oregon University
Purdue University Northwest
University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa)
University of Alaska: Southeast
University of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston
City University of New York: Queens
College
Colorado State University: Pueblo
University of Minnesota: Morris
University of North Carolina at Asheville
University of Texas of the Permian Basin
City University of New York: College of
Staten Island
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Google search returns:
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1

Public University Identified as
Using Social Infrastructure P3:
City University of New York: Lehman
College
City University of New York: Medgar Evers
College
City University of New York: New York City
College of Technology
Glenville State College
Texas A&M University: Texarkana
University of North Carolina School of the
Arts
University of South Florida: Saint Petersburg
University of Wisconsin: River Falls
City University of New York: City College
City University of New York: John Jay
College of Criminal Justice
City University of New York: York College
Ohio State University: Columbus Campus
Ohio State University: Lima Campus
Ohio State University: Marion Campus
Ohio State University: Newark Campus
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Google search returns:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 37: Study Sample
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Study Sample
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Merced
Arizona State University
University of Texas
University of Kansas
University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire
Washington State University, Tri-Cities
University System of Georgia
University of Illinois, Chicago
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
University of Maryland
University of Kentucky
University of Massachusetts, Boston
University of Connecticut
George Mason University
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Table 38: Detailed Public Purpose Case Comparison
Detailed Public Purpose Case Comparison
Student Housing Facilities Only 1. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
(n= 2)
Initiative
2. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
Academic and Research
1. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Facilities (n= 3)
Building
2. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
3. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
Campus Expansions (n= 3)
1. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
2. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
3. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
Unique Facilities (n= 4)
1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
2. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
3. University of Texas: The Moody Center
4. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
Mixed-use Facilities (n= 8)
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
3. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
4. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
5. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
6. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
7. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
8. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Development
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Table 39: Detailed Land Ownership Case Comparison
Detailed Land Ownership Case Comparison
Public University (n= 20)
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Initiative
3. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
4. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
5. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
6. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
7. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
8. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
9. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
10. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
11. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
12. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
13. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
14. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
15. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
16. University of Texas: The Moody Center
17. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
18. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
19. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
20. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Development
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Table 40: Detailed Facility Ownership Case Comparison
Detailed Facility Ownership Case Comparison
Public University (n= 8)
1. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
2. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
3. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
4. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
5. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
6. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
7. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
8. University of Texas: The Moody Center
Private Partner (n= 4)
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Initiative
3. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
4. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
Special Purpose Vehicle (n= 4) 1. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
2. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
3. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
4. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
Special Purpose Vehicle and
1. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
Public University (n= 1)
and Dining Hall
State Economic Development
1. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
Authority (n=1)
Third-party, Nonprofit
1. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Financing Partner (n=1)
Development
Nonprofit, Public Partner (n=1) 1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
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Table 41: Detailed P3 Type Case Comparison
DBFOM (n= 14)

DB (n= 4)

DBF (n= 2)

Detailed P3 Type Case Comparison
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Initiative
3. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
4. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
5. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
6. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
7. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
8. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
9. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
10. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
11. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
12. University of Texas: The Moody Center
13. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
14. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Development
1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
2. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
3. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
4. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
1. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
2. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
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Table 42: Detailed Entity Securing Financing Case Comparison
Detailed Entity Securing Financing Case Comparison
Private Partner (n= 8)
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Initiative
3. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
4. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
5. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
6. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
7. University of Texas: The Moody Center
8. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
Public University (n= 4)
1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
2. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
3. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
4. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
Special Purpose Vehicle (n= 4) 1. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
2. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
3. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
4. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
Special Purpose Vehicle and
1. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
Public University (n= 1)
and Dining Hall
State Economic Development
1. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
Authority (n= 1)
Third-party, Nonprofit
1. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Financing partner (n= 1)
Development
Lead developer and Public
1. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
University (n= 1)
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Table 43: Detailed Financing Provider Case Comparison
Detailed Financing Provider Case Comparison
State Economic Development
1. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Authority (n= 7)
Expansion
2. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
3. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
4. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
5. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
6. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
7. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
Private Partner (n= 6)
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
3. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
4. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
5. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
6. University of Texas: The Moody Center
Private Partner and Global
1. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Investment Bank (n= 1)
Initiative
Lead Developer, State
1. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
Government, State University
System, and Public University
(n= 1)
State Government (n= 1)
1. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
State Government and Private
1. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Donors (n= 1)
Engineering Building
State Government, Federal
1. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Grant, and Private Donors
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
(n= 1)
City, County, and State
1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Governments and Private
Theater Expansion
Donors (n= 1)
Financing provider to be
1. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
determined after lawsuits
Development
resolved
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Table 44: Detailed Financing Structure Case Comparison
Detailed Financing Structure Case Comparison
Tax-exempt Bond Debt (n= 8)
1. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
2. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
3. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
4. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
5. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
6. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
7. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
8. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Development
Private Partner Equity (n= 6)
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
3. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
4. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
5. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
6. University of Texas: The Moody Center
Private Partner Equity and
1. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Taxable Bond Debt (n= 1)
Initiative
Lead Developer Equity and
1. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
State, State University System,
and Public University Funds
(n= 1)
State Funds (n= 1)
1. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
State Funds and Private
1. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Donations (n= 1)
Engineering Building
State Funds, Federal Grant, and 1. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Private Donations (n= 1)
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
City, County, and State Funds
1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
and Private Donations (n= 1)
Theater Expansion
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Table 45: Detailed Funding Case Comparison
Detailed Funding Case Comparison
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Initiative
3. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
4. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
5. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
6. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
7. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
8. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
9. University of Texas: The Moody Center
10. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
Availability Payments (n= 4)
1. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
2. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
3. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
4. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
N/A (n= 4)
1. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
2. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
3. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
4. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
Availability Payments and User 1. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Fees (n= 2)
Residential Complex
2. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Development
User Fees (n= 10)
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Table 46: Detailed Revenue Sharing Case Comparison
Required (n= 8)

Not Required (n= 5)

N/A (n= 7)

Detailed Revenue Sharing Case Comparison
1. University System of Georgia: Student Housing
Initiative
2. Arizona State University: Vista del Sol Mixed-Use
Student Housing
3. Arizona State University: Barrett Honors College
4. University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire: The Pablo Center
Theater Expansion
5. University of Kentucky: On-campus Housing
Transformation
6. University of Massachusetts, Boston: New Residence
and Dining Hall
7. University of Texas: The Moody Center
8. University of Kentucky: The Cornerstone Parking
Structure and Mixed-Use Facilities
1. University of California, Berkeley: David Blackwell
Hall Mixed-Use Student Housing
2. University of Illinois, Chicago: Academic and
Residential Complex
3. University of Maryland: South Campus Commons
4. University of Kentucky: The 90 Dining Facilities
5. University of California, Berkeley: Upper Hearst
Development
1. University of Kansas: Central District Campus
Expansion
2. Washington State University, Tri-Cities: Ste. Michelle
Wine Estates Wine Science Center
3. University of Connecticut: Innovation Partnership
Building
4. George Mason University: Long & Kimmy Nguyen
Engineering Building
5. University of California, Merced: Merced 2020
6. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Campus
Instructional Facility
7. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Feed
Technology Center
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